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Tim 1952. Invitational Co
marked the sixteenth year
year it has been sponsored y E
With the transfer of the testing act
Connell on-Education to the newly
Ong Service in early 1948, it had se
fer also the sponiorsh.ip, of the
Under the Council's "cape e
ference had grown from a sma
interested participants.

Testing Problems
ence and, the fifth :a.

al Testing Service.
of the American

Educational Test-
appropriate to tTans-
annual Conference.

the invitational Con-
o almost two hundred

This year the number of persons attending reached a new
high, Almost 100 more than th emus year and more than
double that of 'five years a o ould seem to be attribut-
able not only the grow of int rest in me,ksurement rob-
lems generallyr but also to the particulai appeal o the
program arra*, ged by Chairman George K. Bennett.

N planning his program/ Dr. Bennett reached coast to
coast for the most able men to discuss the topics scheduled.
For the ifacheon symposium be arranged a program closely
related to the national election_ which followed the Invita
tional Conferenee by three days, His efforts resulted in a
meeting of great professional value and intellectual stimula-/
ti'on, one well' befitting the history of successf Invita-1

tional Ctnferences.
,

To .Ge rge Bennett arid those 'participants w a made this
year's Conference so significantly pccessful 1 want to ex-
press my deep appreciation for a j r well done.

H Y CVAUNCEY
pre
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ssions of the 1952 invitational Conference., on'
Testing Pro 41eres sponsored by Educational Testing flerriee are
ruanently recorded on the 'pages that follow. The Conference, held
Nevernber'1, 1952, at The RooSeVeit.HoWlinNesir York City, attracted .

more than 400 individuals. There were lir sections, in, \the program, a
_

rnep4ng panel disdussing Selecting Appropriate Score Scales for
Tests," an address by Dr. David C. McClelland on'"The Measurement
of Human .Motivation An E rirnental Approach, a luncheon sym-'
posium on 'Trends in -Public pinion Polling Since 1948 and Th4
Prbbable Effect on 1952.Electi Predictions," and an afternoon pane
on. "Techniques for the Development of Unbiased Tests."

As in past years the topics selected have been those regarded as
timely in interest and important in psychometric implications. The
qu4ty, of the audience at these meetings is such as to stimulate speak-
ers to make carefully prepared and logical presentations of their points
of view.

It is felt that the papers presented on this occasion have maintained
the high level established by previous particants. It does not seem
appropriate for the Chairman of thiS_Session to comment further upon
the topics considered, but it is seemly for him to express 'his gratitude'
to Educational Testing Service for the privilege of presiding as well as
his confidence that the Initational*Cunference will exert a beneficial
influence upon measurement in eduCation and psychology for many
years to come.

GEORGE K. BENNETT, CHAIRMAN

I
1952 C erence
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THE IMPORTANCE OF REFERENCE GROUPS IN
SCALING PROCEDURE

IT IS commonly accepted that a single isolated test score is of little or
no value. For a score to have meaning and be of social or scientific,
utility, some sort of frame of reference is needed. A number of dif-

, ferent frames of reference have been prowsed and been found to
have value. In view of the fact that this sess"wn is devoted to a con-
sideration of he Sttaling tests with and without emphasis or a
eferefice population, it_is the purpose of this paper to present some

8f tile more common scaling methods and to comment on the role
played by the underlying population.

ROLE OF POPULATION IN SCALING TEST SCORES

A familiar frame of reference is provided by the performance of
individuals In a single well-defined group on a7'particular test at a
particul'ar time. Two commonly used types of scales have been de-.
rived within such 4 fram'o of reference. The simiilest are 'ordinal scales
such as percentile scores in which the scale number describes relative
posititin in a group. The simplicity of percentile Scores is also their
limitation: they do not have algebraic utility. The second type are
interval scales where an effort has been made to obtain algebraic
utility by definition. The T-scores of McCall represent an interval

scale where equal
definition./

have been defined as equal distances along
the abscissa, f a postulated normal population frequency distribution.

A second type of frame of reference is provided by the test per-
formance Of indiyiduals belonging to well-defined subgroups where
the subgroups have 'a specific relationship to each other within the,
composite group. Within this frame of reference both ordinal and
interval scales" have been derived. Initially the basic problem is to
obtain ordinally related subgroups such as grades 1 to 9 or age groups
from a specified population for the scaling operation.-Age scores and
grade scores provide ordinal Scales which have had wide utility in
the elementary grades.. Attempts have been inade to obtain the merits

'of an algebraically anipulatable scale by utilizing ordinal` relation-
.

[ 13
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ship of subgroups but introducing restrictions in terms of the shape
of the frequency distributions. Efforts to obtain interval scales within
such frames of rbference have been Made by Flanagan in the develop-

ed-b7edres-(1) of-the-Cooperative-Tests-and by-the
speaker in the development of K-Scores (2). Cooperative Scaled Scdres
are based on the assumption of overlapping normal distribution of
ability groups And K-scores on the assumption that overlapping grad
distributions can be represented by Pearson Type III Curves.

The impbrtance of the particular reference p2pUlation which is used
to determine any such scales cannot be overemphasized. A person
scoring at the eight fourth percentile or obtaining a T-score of 60
in an arithmetic test where the score is calculated for a typical seventh
grade is obviously not performing equally to one whose/sthnding at
the eighty fourth percentiletliff the same test is calculated for a below-

---Average seventh grade. Likewise a pupil with a vocakulary grade score
of 5.2 obtained from a representative sample of Oh graders in, say

,Mississippi, iscertainly not comparable to a pupil making a score of
5.2 based on a national representative sample. The importance of the
particular population in determining the fundamental reference point
and size of unit is stressed by the originators of both Cooperative
Scaled Scores and 1C- scores. The ratio between the variabilities of

40, overlapping groups in bop, Scaled Scores and K-scores is a function
of the areas cut off in samples of the overlappi ig groups by the same
points in each of the overlapping distributions Hence this important
characteristic of the basic units in each type o scale depends upon
the particular sample selected since it, is highl probable that over-
lapping distributions selected from different opulations will have
different amounts of overlap at points along the scale.)

Psychophysical scaling procedures are also sometimes applied to
achievement testing. It is to be noted that resulting scales such as
sensed difference units which are based on just-noticeable-differences
or equally- often - noted- differences are a function not only °lobe pupils
tested but also of the ample of persons making the required judgments.

;PROPERTIES OF SCALE D ENCENUPON.PURPOSE AND DERIVATION

Test scores are used b administrators, teachers and research work
ers to make comparisons in terms of rank, level of development, growth
and trait differ nces among both individuals and groups. Hence many
types of scales have been developed depending upon the intended
use. Each is istent within itself but the properties of the scales

[ 14 ]
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are not completely consient from one type of scale to another.- For
elicample .a grade scale is not app.Apriite formeasuring grtiWth in a

funclion unless one is willing to accept the assumption ttat.growthis
fated -to-gr,der-K-scores=which-were-designed_to Arovic16_an__

interval. scale for measuring growth Uurt.g the ejetneptary sc of

within el:parttpular school-1141Oct are not comparable from one school
-subjett to another unless one is 'willing to assume a-coirpon grbwth
for all the subjects -being compared, Furthermore the adoption of a
uniform stapdard deviation of 7 K-units for fifth grade distributions
defines as equal the variability of fifth gradrformatice in all func-

tions. ThestZETof the Biet items involvesassumption of a linear:

relationship between Mental Age and Chronological Age, As valuable

and useful as the Binet Scale has been for the.purpose for which it
was designed, it has obvious limitations when we try to infer the

"-true" nfture of intellectnalgioWth. -

SCALING STABILITY Ilv LARGER EPRESENTATIVID POPULATIONS

Scales derive theit.propertils in two waysby definition and ex-,`

perimental verification. Using k-scores as an example let us,consider
two desirable prbperir f a scale: (1) that it shall lae,invariant with
respect to the sampl of items_used and (2) that it be invariant with

respect tO the po t aation used in its deriVation. The first property is

inherent in the definition of K-scores and` in the specific definitions of
other scOres such as Cooperative Scaled Scores: That is, since K-scores,

are defined. by the amount of overlap betWeen adjacent grade dis-
bibutions any test of a function that will reliably- rank the scaling
sample in the same way will give rise-4 to exactly. the same set of

K-scores..
For -example, the K-scores obtained from Stanford Achievement;

Word Meaning, test data would be identical to the K-scores obtained
from the Metropolitan Vocabulary test data provided all children: in
the grade ra'hge scaled were ranked in the same order by both tests.

The second -property mentioned is not necessarily inherent in
K-scores in terms of their derivation. With suitable attention to
samiling problems it is reasonable to expect to obtain scales with
reproducible properties from one sample to %another. In contrast such,
reproducibility is not expected from powlation to population. There

are, however; practical situations in which it would be useful to have

a scale which was invariant with respect to more than a single

'population. For example, since achievement tests are used formeasur-

[ 15 ].
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ing growth and comparing the performance- of groups over a long
period of time (8 to 10 years)' it would be desirable to have a stale
w_ lch would be invariant with respect to national° -samples ta0n

nnually. Any such property of K-scorqi.or any other scale must be
established on 4,9 empirical br,,everimental basis. Such- stability from
one -population to another is evidenced in recent efforts to apply
K-score scaling to the forthcOrning''editien of the Stanford Achieve-
ment tests.

Grade means, differences in grade means grade standard deviations
d grade skewrdsses expressed K-units determined from the

erformance of the national normative sample obtained in 1952 on-
orm J of the forthcoming revision of the Stanfofd Achievement Test

are compared in Table .I with the Corresponding statistics expressed
in K-units determined from the 1940 national normative sample on
Form D of the Stanford Achievement Test. -

A K-unit is defiad as one-seventh the standard deviatim of the
national grade 5 frequency distribution in any trait where Pearson
Type.III Curves have been fitted to it and to the adjacent grades in
such a-way that the proportion of cases in each grade exceeding each
raw score is the same as that found in the original data. The mean
performance of children in the United States after completing the
ninth grade was selected as the reference point and assigned a K-score
of 100.

The 1940 sample in terms of which the 1948 K-units were defined
consisted of approximately 50,000 cases and was itself a twenty per-
cent random sample selected from about 300,000 pupils to whom the
Stanford AchieVernent Test Form D was administered at the end of
the school year. in 1940. The sample appeared representative of the
national elementary-school population with respect to sex, I. age
and geographical location.

The sample in terms of which the present (1952) K-units for arith-
metic reasoning were defined consists of approximately 94,000 cases
and was selected from a sample of about 460,000 pupils to whom the
new Stanford Achievement Test Form J was administered in April
and May, 1952. Communities were selected to give a representative
national sample hi terms of size and geographical location according
to the United States census. All pupils in at least three consecutive
grades in those communities were tested and a twenty percent sample
of these testees was taken at random from each class tested within
those communities. ,
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In order o compare the results cibtained when K-units in arithmetic
reasoning were derived indepenantly from eh population let us
now examine: (1) the average growth in arithmetic reasoning from
grade to grade; (2) the extent to which the variability in arithmetic
reasoning changes as children progress through the grades; (3) the
effect of progress on the skewness of the grade distributions and (4)
whether the Fitted' curves approximate normal curves.

Although it is commonly believed that growth in specific subjects
in the elementary and junior high schools is not constant from grade
to grade, the objective verification of this belief has heen.clifficidt due
to lack of an interval scale extending over the range of grades. The
differences in mean achievement (in'terms of K-scores) of successive
grades of the 1940 sample and the 1952 sample in arithmetic reasoning
are given respectively in the fourth and fifth columns of Table I. These
differences are -indicative approximately of the amount of growth in
the trait measured in the particular grade listed.*

The relative change in variability of the performance of children in
successive grades has also been difficult to determine, due to the lack
of an interval scale extending over the range of grades. The standard
deviation in terms of K:units o(bach grade in arithmetic reasoning for
the 1940 sample and the 1952 sample are given in columns six and
seven of Tahle I.

One of the major findings presented in a paper given at the 1948
Invitational Testing Conference was the consistent increase in varia-
bility in two arithmetic traits from the second grade to the ninth in
contrast with two verbal traits in which the standard deviations were
nearly constant. The present study supports the previous finding con-
cerning increased variability from grade to grade in arithmetic rea-
soning. The standard deviation in grade 2 is 3.3 K-units, while in grate
9 it has increased to 18.1 K-units. Thus one of the several implications
one can draw is that as children progress through the grades the
problems of the arithmetic teacher increase in that the groups be-
come more heterogeneous.

The skewness of each grade for each sample is given by columns
eight and nine. In the 1948 paper no consistent skewness trends com-

However, since the people in each grade were different from those in other
grades, these differences in grade means may be considered as growth only to the
extent that we are willing to consider, for example, the present third graders as
comparable to what the second graders will. become a year hence. True growth
could be determined by measuring the same people with comparable instruments
in teens of K-units at different grade levels as they progress through school.

[17]
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parable to those observed for grade standard deviations were evi--
denced. In the present situation theredoes appear to be an increase
in skewness from grade to grade with a single reversal between grades

2 and 3. These data coupled with the previously reported data (3)

would 1 done to believe that the assumption of normality for every

grade dis huilon is not as tenable a hypothesis as the assumption
that the gra e distributions are skewed.

The data in Table II which were published in the Proceedings of
the 1948 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems have been in-

cluded to show the contrasting results obtained between arithmetic
functions (arithmetic. reasoning) and a second function (paragraph
meaning) when measurements are made in terms of K-scores.

Considering the facts that different tests_ were used, and also samples

from different populations reflecting the lapse of a twelve year period
which included World War II with resulting dislocations of pupils

and teachers and many curriculum changes, it seems to the author
that discrepancies in the pattern of differences in grade means and
grade variabilities in the two sets of arithmetic reasoning data are
minor compared with the general pattern of agreement.

ROLE or POPULATION IN SCALING INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

The problems involved in the scaling of individual test items are
similar to those of scaling test scores in that a item may be con-
sidered as a test which represents a smaller samp of behavior than
the total test score. One of the most widely used scales in which in-
dividual items were scaled is the Terman-Merrill scale for the Stan-
ford 13inet (4), Items were located on this scale as a result of the per-

formance of well-selected age groups. hi his recently developed latent
structure analysis Lazarsfeld (5) has pOsented scaling methodS which
involve the assumption of a polynomial trace line for each item. The

responses of the sample of people to the item are used to determine

the parameters necessary to define the scale. In all cases the empirical

data which define the scale are dependent upon the reference popula-

tion used.
In some instances scaling ased on total test score is preceded by a

scaling or partial sealing of ms. In the Stanford Achievement Tests

difficulty indices for each were computed for well-defined and

well-described grade groups. A test composed of these items was then
administered to a national sample of each grade group and various
types ofales based upon the total score were obtained.

[181
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In conclusion this paper has attempted to achieve two objectives
(1) to review) some of the more common scaling techniques and
emphasize the importance of the role of the referen& pokulation as
a background' for the second paper which treats the topic) of staling
techniques' which tninimize the reference. population and (2) to il-
lustrate that stable results caw-be obtained with different large refer-
ence populations as shown` by an empirical study on the comparabipty
of arithmetic reasoning 1K- scales baseg, on two national 'samples of
elementary school children taken 12 yeats apart and obtained from
two cEstinct though similar instruments.

It is to be noted that not only in the argument othis paper but in
the development of 1-seores (our major illustration) the 'reference
populations have assumed major and fundamental importaice. The
acceptance of comparable scales utilizing different methods and/or
d' ent populations is dependent,vpon empirical verification.

Si ations where there is internal consistency within a number of
frames of reference but inconsistency of properties from one frame of
reference to another are not unique to scaling. There are -excellent
analogies in the field o Geometry. The geometries of Euoclid, Rietann,
and Lobaehevsky, each one of which is based on a *different postulate
about parallel lines, are consistent internally but have certain properties
which are inconsistent from one geometry to another. Each of these
geometries has its own value and utility as a logical model. The utility
of any particular one is determined by the appropriateness or adequacy
of the basic postulates to the problem at hand.

One of the objectives of the scientist is to bring together, reconcile
and synthesize as many theories and concepts as possible. In the test-
ing field we follow the usual pattern of establishing scales to fit a
particular need and then attempt to synthesize the properties of the
various scales designed for different purposes. On occasion we find
that for complete synthesis we either have to abandon a desirable
property or utilize an unacceptable relationship.

Although we continually strive for a single scale with the maximum
of desirable properties it would seem inadvisable to abandon useful
scales designed for a specific purpose merely because they are not
adequate for additional purposes for which they were not designek:

It should be emphasized that the adoption by a test user of any one
of the scales available does not exclude the use of any of the others.

[193
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In fact, the `use of more than one t -e'of scale leads to more adequate
interpretation of results in must situations.

TABLE T.
K-SCORE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND SEEVVNESSES FOR EACH GRADE AT END
OF SCHOOL YEAR-ON STANFCILD ACHIEVEMENT TEST FORM D GIVEN IN,1940 AND

Form -.I GIVEN IN 1952

Arabi etic Reasoning

Grade Mean K-Score Difference Standard Deviation Skewness

Form D Form J D Form J F om# B Form J Form D Form J
(1940) (1952) (1940) (1952) (1940) (1952) (1940) (1952)

100.0 100.0
o

1-1.5 i..1 .73 .86.

8' 97.8 94.7 11.2 16.3 .86 .85
6.5 8.4

7 . 91.3 80_3 8.8 11.7 .85 .68
5.0 7.6

86.3 78.7 8.8 . 8.8. .38 .45
5.8 5.2

5 80.5 73.5 7.0 7.0 .53 .32°
5.2 5.6

4 75.3 67.9 4.9 6.0 .34 .23
4.9 5.6

3 70.4 62.3 4.1 4.2 -.06
4.4 4.8'

2 66.9 57.5° 3.2 ti.3 .16 -.01

TABLE 'II.
K-Sc-nriE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND SKEWNES4ES FOR EACH GRADE AT END -

OF SCHOOL YEAR ON STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST FORM D GIVEN 1N 1940

Paragraph Mean

Grade Mean K-Score Difference Standard Deviation Skewness
9 100.0 8.0 .29

3.7
8 90.3 7.5 -.44

3.4
7 92.9 7.0 .50

3.7
89.2+- 7.2 -,39

4.1
85.1 7.00 -.10

4.8
4 80.3 6.7 .18

8.5
3 73.8 7.1 -.40

0.0
2 67.2 0.4 .31

[20]
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Selecting Appropriate Score Scales for Tests

LEDYARD B TUC-ICER

SCALES MINIMIZING THE IMPORTANCE
REPRENCE GROUPS

anthe subject A tm y discussions dur-iSCALES FOR test scores have been
,ing the history of mental testing and a vatiety of procedures atteppt-

ing to establish scales have been' developed.- That score scales is still
a live topic attests both to tti importance,atid to the absence of a com-
pletely satisfactory solution. In light of le extensive literattre" and
the numerous schemes that have been tried for seore'stales, I view
with humility my' attempts at contributions to the field. Rather than
attempting this morning to present a final, all-encompassing solution, I
ani going to discuss four propositionewhich I hope will assist in
clarifying thinking about the subject of score scales and=then indicate
the general nature of sev- eral possible Piocedures.

As indicated by.note I on the sheet distributed to you I ainilimiting
:my consideration to those situations in which each test yields one
numerical score for each examinee and this score is to be interpreted
by some person. In effect; I am excluding two classes of tests (1) those
tests for which the scores are entered directly into prediction formulas,
and (2) those' tesIs for which a number of scores are obtained over the
same set of items. When the scores are used directly in prediction
formulas, scaling problems for scores on the test are irrelevutt to the
present discussion. In the cast of multiple scores for the same test
performance, the situation is more complex than the situations I' wish
to consider at this time. Some of the propositions and conclusions are
likely, however, to carry over to the more complex situation. These two
restrictions will not reduce the area of discussion greatly. A point
worthy of note is that we have not excluded subtests or sections in
a test battery when there is one score per subtest or section.

During this paper I consider it to be axiomatic that the score of a
person on a test is used to represent the performance of that individual
on the test. The first proposition emphasizes the infoemation given by a
test score alone. In the general case, any particular sore may arise
from any of several test performances. Consider, for ex4mple, an

[ 22
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p ,

eighty-item omnibus test composed of twenty items each of vocabu-

lary, reacting, comprehension, 'numerical computationj, . and ,figure
analogies.' A score of sixty items right could be obtained by a 'number
of combinations. fii itefris answered correctly. One individual may have
answered correct y all items except the figure analogies while Mother
person may have answered correctly all items except, the reading
comprehension. The score' of sixty'-does net differentiate between these

two candidates.
As a general principle I consider it to be obiois that the meauings

which may be given to a test score depend not only on interpretations'
attached to the scores by various .studies after the test is constructed
but also on the test itself. A te4 shody be conceived in terms oftl e
scores that will result. The kinds of meanings that nlay be .at
to test scor's are directly relate t the nature f the behavior
examinees the test provokes an our methods of ktryn tion.
Proposition I indicates tie. possibili of ambiguities among meanings'
that may be attached to a single score: Differentiation among p s'

meanings of a single score is impossible on the basis of the- score alone:. ,

The information given by tbiS score is a complex of the possible memi-
*

ings. ,
. . ..

A corollary to Proposition I might be stated that the'fitfotInatibn
transmitted by a particular score would be more definite the more
nearly equivalent. were the possible meanings Of the score. I will return

/ f
to this point in discussion of Propositions III And IV.

In Proposition IL consideration is given to the significianee of (1ii
ferences between two scores. For an example, consider a Speeded
verbal reasoning test. Score differences in the loWer range of scores
may be indicative of differences in a complex of verbal comprehehsion
and reasoning abilities. In the higher score range, score differences
may be associated to a greater extent with/differences in speed of
reading. The proposition recognizes not 04n1, the possibilkties of
changes in the nature of differences' in test performances associated
with score differences at various score levels but also the possibility
of changes in the ext-e-nt of differences in test performances associated
with uniform-sized score differences at the various score levels, In
some score ranges differences, of some given anionnt between two
scores may have much less significance than the )tarne-sized score
differences have in other score ranges.

I consider Propositions I and H to be true of all tests no matter how
the tests are constructed. Aside from pointing out the indivisible
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acter of any sin e score, t
of .a maximum of,,tKcedgm a

.

differences betvfoen scores. I
be so great that.a complete

1, El ,,
roposi ons indicate the exist nee

isibl meanings 0 of scores /and
#freedom is to meanings may

ignificanee, May occur. The prqb-
lern is one pf being able.fo limit the possible meanings so as to obtain
suchiblefinite information as -is desired.' In an ideal test, as indicate
in Peoposition III, the inforrriation'given by teach score kvvitd imply

_a single interpretation. UniCorm-sized rrifferwees, betvyeep. sr-zoye
'wool 'Cate-a -ingle_kind and exte'nt of differences betill't cor-
resporldr g test performances. Such a t9st vymild rnaximich they c ite-

i ness of information transmitted by the scores. .
It is_ be pled that The establishment of the concept

test i ors notelirnit the nature of the score continuum.Fl resent,
stat4 of the art of testing We will probably be able to app oacl closer
to this Aal la'sorne areas of skill and knowledge than in_other areas.
No matter how poorly or well vi67,ean Approximate an icle.il test for a
characteristic we wish to -test, the concept of an ideal test indicates a_
worthwhile goal. The more nedily, A can approacItfhis goal of an

4- -....
ideal test, the more definite will be the information given by scores
on the test. .: ,e, -

Proposition IV emphasizes the point that a unitary continuum may
be achieved in a variety of ways. It is important, though, as indicated.
in note 2, to establish the homogeneity of each continuum cdnsiclered
fof air ideal trst.--Unlesf the continuum is homogeneous in some- sense,
an ideal test is ,imvssible.,Amlliguitigs 0 score interpretation are the
natural result of heterogeneity in meaaings of to scores 'In order to
obtain definiteness of informapon transmitted, it i imprtrativc.that
measures be taken to obtaim omogeneity of the score_ continuum in

_ __some desired sense. i1J.. I.

A

I have listed in Propostfion IV two senses in which the score con-
tinuum may be homogeneons. The first sense depends on discovery of

.homogeneous traits in the behavior of the examinees. This is the sense-
basic to considerable work in psychological research. In contrast, the

,second sense depends on a homogeneity of evaluations of behavior.
One raigkt judge two distinct behaviors of individuals as being of

valde in some field. The fact that/the occurkmee of these be-
havi9rs is uncorrelated for a group of examinees would be irrelevant.
For example, consider a test such as "understanding of social environ-
ment.' An understanding of an economic principle such as the law-of
supply arid demand -might be valued as highly as understanding of
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current political' events? The hornogrneity exists, if at all, in the
opcuions of the examiners and not necessarily in the behavior of the

mees in is important to distinguish' these two senses in which
the score continuum 'nay be homogeneons. Quite different modes of
procedqre are appropriate in developmenT of tesfss'and score scales
rfor these two 'senses of score homogevity. t

. .

Turning our attention now!to the test develoPment and score scaling
problem for each of the two senses in wbich,the score contiouum may
b- hqmogene-ous, consider. the first, sense, homogeneity of behavior.
A umber of techniques, including correlational and factorial analyses,
'ha e been developed to,study the homogeneity of behavior. General
agreement exists that the individual differences within a homogeneous
domaidd of behavior .will produce a hierarchical table of intercon-ela-
tiong for the pOpulation under consideration. A suppiementary type
of study involves the difficurties° of items as indicated'by proportions

1,-,of groups pf examinees who give particular responses. The population
for whiA the test is to be appropriate would be divided into select

4

i ,groups on., the bas of whatever avahable information. is relevant to,-....,
performane'e On the t. A sample of people in each group would
be examined and the difficulties of the items would be obtained for
each t dmple. The° sets of item difficulties should be systematically '-;
relatedAti,a present experiment, voabulary test materials wet& a'd-
ministerea to students in the seventh and tenth grades of schools
located in each of four categories-Adefined by high versus)ow" socio-
economic districts in which the school is located and by location in,
the north-east versus south-cast regions of the United States.' One
group, tfius, includes schools located, in low socio- economic districts
in the sou' th-east and a second grou included schools in high socio-
economic districts in the south-east:4 Two similar groups were defined
for the north-east. Item difficulties -.Will be determined for each of
these groups. Our question is whether the items will retain the same
rank order' in difficulty when tire item difficulties are based on such
different groups. Only in case that both such invariance of rank order
in item difficulty and a hierarchical table of correlations exist should
the domain defined by the items be considered as homogeneous.

Once homogeneity in a domain of behavior is established, a score
scale is to be determined 'so that each score represents a particular
point on the continuum. One might establish groups of items of equal
difficulty and arrange these item groups on a difficulty scale. The
preceding chedk on invariance of rank order of item difficulties
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facilitates i s step of grouping items. An examinee would be p ed

on this scale by the group of items that he was able to perforifi a
factory level. On groups of easier items, the examinee would-
better than just satisfactorily and on groups of more difficult

a perform less than just satisfactorily. The examinee's
Abe defined in terms of -the group 'of items he is able to
a jiist satisfactory level the test user would interpret this

seOPO'dirkt -vs the level of profialency Which these items represent.
An alternative procedure is to use aAcore on the test composed of

the -iternS 'to establish sub-groups of examinees having approximately
equal ability in the function under consideration. An examinees whose

scores were within some narrow clay in'terval of scores would con-
,

stitute each of such sub-groups. Theritem difficulties would be ob-
tained for each of these sub-groUps_ a41, ,a check on invariance of the

rank order bf item difficulties wouldbe .mate across the several sub-
groups. In case the rank orders were stable,ma scale of item difficulties

could be established. Each sub-group would.be located on this scale

by those items with difficulties for that sub-group at some defined

level, say 70% correct. It is to be noted that this scale does not depend

4 on 'the number of examinees who are placed at any varticular score

value, only the proportions of examinees giving the correct answers
to the items are used. The scale is independent of the shape of the
frequency distribution of scores. The homogeneity check for the
population guarantees independence of the scale from the particular
group of examinees used to establish the scale values.

Consider the second sense in which a score continuum might be

homogeneous: each score indicating placement on an evaluative scale.

Our methodology can now 'turn to investigations. of the opinions of

people who will be considering the evaluations. Do the value opinions

form a homogeneous field? Or, do separate "schools of thought" occur

which would alter the relative order of examinees in the, evaluations

given by members of differentk schools of thought? Methodological

developments are in progress in the field of psychometric scaling
methods which show promise for application to, this problem. OnCe

homogeneity of opinions is established for some defined domain and

a scale;of values for behavior is developed, a test may be, constructed

which will locate individuals on this scale of values. Points on the
scale would be defined by those behaviors which were values at those

points. Such scales would depend directly n the group of judges mak:

ing the evaluations and would depe y indirectly on the behavior
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of the populadon to be examined. A questio could/still remain as to
how opinions are influenced by observations of behavior.

When either type of scale indicated in the foregoing discussion has
been established, a survey of performances of a population would be
desirable. Comparative data between examinees would then be tiro
duced. The advantage of use of ideal tests, as here conceived, and the
resulting scales in the survey operation is that definite inform'ation
about The distribution of the population as to levels of performande
would be obtained.

Note 1: Consideration is limited to thbse situations in which each
test yields one numerical scare for each examinee and this score is to
be interpreted ome person. .

Proposition : ach test score by itself tiansmitS the same inforbia-,
don for all examinees who receive that score. This information may
indicate some complex of qualitative and quantitative characteristics

_of the test performances.
Proposition II: Considering for one test two raw scores differing by

one unit the infoimation transmitted indicates some complex of
qtralitaHve and quantitative differences between the two test per-
formances with the kind and extent of these differences in test per-
fon-nance possibly changing from erne score level to another.

Proposition III: An ideal test may be conceived as one for which
the information transmitted beach of the possible scaled scores
represents, a Jocation of some unitary continuum so that uniform
differences between scaled scores correspond to uniform differences
between test performances for all score levels.

Proposition IV: The score continuum for an ideal test may be
homogeneous in any of a number of senses. Two basic senses are:

I. The scores indicate extent or degree of some trait which exhibits
homogeneity in the behavior' of examinees.
The scores indicate placement on an evaluative scale for a
category of behavior considered in a unitary fashion by those
people making the evaluation,

Note 2: It is important to investigate the homogeneity existing for
the sense in which the scores are to form a continuum.

Note 3: For each of the two senses listed in Proposition IV, experi-
mental and analytic methods for test development and score scaling
may exist or be developed which di not depend on the relative
number of examinees- who receive each- particular score in a reference
group of examinees. Such methods would yield scaled scores indica-
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live of levels of performance on the test rather than h comparisorr of
relative positions) of examinees in a group.' The comparisons of ex-
aminees maybe performed, as a separate, later step.
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JOHN C FLANAGAN

., DISCUSSION

Ix mstus§nsq the matter of how we were goi o divide up the tliscus-

sion, Dr. LindquiSt and I did not have a chance to review eaclyother's
'remarks, partly because they were not-entirely formulated, there was

sortie delay in receiving the remarks, and partly because we thought
if might interfere with the spontaneity of the difscussion.

We agreed that we would choose different topics. He is to talk about

the basic considerations involved in this 'problein'and I am discussing

the fundamental principles.
One of the fundamental principles we have to deal with in this

problem of scaling of test ;cores is that wie do not 'haVe any ideal

scores such as the ones that Ledyard Tucker has been talking about.

In practically all eases of tests with which I -am familiar you have
much, more information if you know exactly whAt the response of each

man to each item is than if_you have a simple summary score. En other

words, we must remember we do not have ideal, testi Presumably Dr.
Tucker is talking about an ideal mathematical model which we will
never have in practice. We may approximate it in many situations but

for practical purposes it is just something to think about, not some-
thing that we will be able to use.

For example, if we take a test of history, it is ridiculous to assume
that one teacher's group will not learn more about some particular
types of items concerning Betsy Ross or the Civil War or some other

happening than some other teacher's class. Therefore we will never

have this perfect homogeneity which is necessary in most types of
achievement tests. The one place where we might get something ap-
proaching homogeneity is in some sort of power scale. We have a
power scale in situations in which the items can be so arranged that

if you can do a specific item at one point on the scale, you can obviously

do all those earlier on the scale. In such scales we do not have any
specifics. Training affects all items equally. Nothing that happened
yesterday morning or that you read in the newspaper can affect one.

. item and not die others. When all these conditions are fulfilled we
have a homogeneous scale.
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It seems unlikely that an educational test of this type will be found
and therefore it appears that this is a model to tnk about and not
something for practical use Certainly such a test will not be found

. of vocabplary. Obviously it is silly to think about a perfect order of
culty of vocabulary items. They are going to differ in difficulty

according to what you have looked up in the clictionary recently, or
what somebody else has popularized. Similarly for mechanical prin-
ciples Items. 'Specific experience is going to prevent you from ever
having one of those homogeneous behavior scales.

The, other type orideal scale suggested by Dr. Tucker involving
homogireity of opinion evaluations seems even more remote from
any possibility of realization. We usnally use as our score- the number
of right answers, or some function of this, recognizing that this is an
overdimplification. We would theoretically be better off to weight some
items differently_ . Each of these items is not of equal value and equal
importance; it cannot be exactly as important as each of the other
items in deterrrrining what we are trying to determine. It must be

cognized that having the-exact pattern of how each person performed
on each item contains more information than we can get out of any

gle score.
:-Assiamhig that we have a simplified abstraction of this performance

in terms of a score, what is the fundamental pm' ciple for determining
how we should express these scores? It seems to me that the funda-
mental principle governing our behavior here-is utility, what scores
are going to be most useftil to us. This depends on purposes. I would
think that there certainly are as Dr. Tucker said, some purposes for
which certain, test scores will be more valuable than others.

For many types of analysis and study of test scores such as for
prediction problems, we are going to want to, use the scores to
calculate product moment correlation coefficients. It is very desirable
in getting an estimate of the correlationin the particular population
to have the same shape of distribution for the 'scores of the two
variables. In other words, if you have a skewed distribution in one
vaiiable, you wana distribution with the same skewness in the other
variable. This will yield the maximum possible correlation between
these two variables. It seems to me, therefore, for a lot of purposes
if we can make the distributions normal, we have more likelihood of
obtaining consistent results than if we skew one of them one way and

other one another way, and soon.
On the other hand, if we normalize them from one population and

[ 36]
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&d that they are radically ,skewed for others, this perhaps would
suggest that some variation in the basic type of scale should be in-
troduced. t.

I should like to review the fundamental principles in establishing
a set of stalki icotes. The first of these is the reference point Assum-
ing that you are going to modify your raw scores, there is no use
changing by adding 10 or 15 or subtracting 2,0 or something-from your
raIA-scores or-making some other change, unless you are going to get
some meaning into this fundamental point of reference.

One of the most, useful scores that we have had has been the 1.Q.,
because of the simple meaning of a.score of 100. The 1.Q. .score has
other difficulties, as pointed out in meetings here in the.past couple of
Mrs, but the fundamental point of reference of 100 has been extremely
useful. We tried to capitalize on this type of thing in getting a funda-
mental point of reference for scaled scores. The 50-point is very
similar to 100 LQ. in its fundamental meaning. Similarly, in establish-
ing the stanine scale, we have established 5 as a point of refeienee.

The second problem is the 'size of unit. It is important that this size
of unit have some meaning. Some simple, easily remembered meaning
is desirable., Making' the standard deviation equal to 10 or 2 or some
simple multiple of this sort is useful because many of us . dealing with
such_ scores remember the unit normal distribution and therefore

' know about howtinany scores can be expected to be as far as two
standard deviations from the mean. This tells us immediately -some-
thing about the scores. '

The other question involved in size of unit` is coarseness. In the
scaled scores we used a standard deviation of 10; in stanine's, we have
a standard deviation of 2. There are some scales using -standard
deviations of 100. These are 3 digit scores as compared with the one
digit that have been used frequently. I doubt that there are very many
tests which justify three digit scores because of their accuracy of
measurement and the uses to which they will be put. In- the military
services With a day and a halfie-of testing and 10 or more scores going
into each composite, we still reported the composite on a 9 pant
scale. Certainly to put a 15 minute or a hall hour test on a 3 digit 1000

point scale seems a little ridiculous.
In some new work which I am doing on aptitude tests, I have

decided that a 27 point scale jri which you used the 9 point scale with
a Ali, Minus and zero would be'a Rile preferable to the 9 point scale.
For most pu oses people are hot going to pay much attention to the
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plus,_ minus and zero, but for some purposes, especially where you
are dealing with a group, all of whom are at the high end of the scale,

s,_rnight have some value 'in breaking ties, although reliability of
the Scores may not be sufficient to make this breaking of ties of very
mucil practical advantage to the user:

The question of equality of units is he last of the fundamental
principles to be discussed. The problem of utility is the primary factor
here. We want to get distributions which have as similar shape to
other distributions as possible and with as much constency of shape or
distribution as possible from one population to another. I think this
involves a certain amount of trial and error. If we find that one
particular shape, say the rectangular distribution as from percentiles
in the sixth grade would provide basic units which would distribute
results from the fifth and seventh grades rectangularly also and show
similar consistency from one region of the country to another, I would
certainly say we ought to use units yielding-rectangular distribptions.
I think, as most of us have experienced, this does not happen. We are
much more likely to get consistency if we have a normalized set of
scores as the basic units.

4

As to whether or not some element of skewness is important for
some situation, I think we do not have adequate information yet.
Certainly this field should continue to be explored along these lines
Dr:Gardner has been following.

One other point that should be made is that in setting up these
scales we should distinguish between ideal properties of scaled scores
and practical factors of convenience and cost. In planning forthe
battery of aptitude tests which I any publishing shortly, a comprehen-
sive review of all the circumstances suggested the best thing to do
would be to have the stanine of 5 represent a random sample of 18-
year-olds M the United States population. Flaying thought about this
and having explored the possibilities .of getting this done through
draft boards and similar means, I finally rejected it. I wish to make it
very clear that it still seems the best thing to do but not within my
resources. As a practical expedient we are adopting as the basic
reference group Pittsburgh public high school seniors.

Certainly such a reference group is Homogeneous and has certain
advantages. However, we should make it very clear in our discussions
whether we are talking about what we ideally think we ought to have
done: -I-still think that a random sample of 18-yeat-olds would be
better. That just did not seem to be feasible to me at the present time.
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I think, in closing, that we should try to keep in mind that any
system of developing ,a series of-scores should be for practical utility
and it should be demonstrably more useful to people who are going
to use and interpret the scores than the other procedures, raw scores
that are available to them.

F.

[
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DISCUSSION

THANK von, John, for sticking so close to the agreement. This has
worked out pretty well I can see almost no overlap or similarity
between John's fundamental principles and my basic considerations.

What "propose to do is to present to' you a number of what I have
termed basic considerations in scaling educational achievement tests.
These. are designed to support'a particular point of view with reference
to the whole problem of scaling. You might say that their purpose,
so far as this audience is concerned, is to create an attitude or
change in attitude, if possible, toward the scaling problem.

I think it might be well to start off by specifying some of the pur-
poses of scaling. Perhaps this is so obvious it hardly needs to be said
but I would 4uggest that scaled scores are needed for three general
purposes; first, to facilitate comparisons between performances on
different tests and thereby to provide a basis for computing properly
weigAtet1 composites of scores on different tests. Second, to facilitate
comparisons between differences in performance at different levels

r the Same or different tests;, and, third, to facilitate the presentation
normative data, either by incorporating some of the normative data

in the scaled scores themselves, or by making it easier to organize
and present the tables of norms. It is much easier to prepare manuals
or tables of norms if all can be referred to a single reference scale
than ff one has to refer each to a raw scale for each individual test.

Of these three purposes, perhaps the most important is the first
although I am not interested raw in arguing the relative importance
of these purposes.

Perhaps before going further, I ought to say also that my remarks
will be pretty much restricted to applications to edutational achieve-
rdent tests, and will not include psychological tests of various types,
aptitude tests, interest inventories, aM that sort of thing. I should like
to begin, Then, by another obvious statement, defining what I mean
by an-educational achievement test. An educational achievement test
is one designed to reveal differences among the examinees in the



extent to which they have attained e particular educational objective,
or set of objectives. With reference to thitt definition, a good educa-
tional test, it seems, to me, must by itself constitute a complete and
adequate definition of the objective wth which it is concerned. That
is-beeause,, as it;- works out in practice, the test itself so frequently
becomes the end of instruction. Teachers and principals make it their
business to improve the average mire on many of these tests, and
unless the things that they must do in order to achieve higher score
averages are precisely the things that we would like to have them do
in other words, unless the things measured by the test are precisely
the etueational objectives to be achievedwe are going to get into
serious difficulty.

A gocid educational achieveme test; then, must itself define the
objective measured. This means that the method of scalin /an educa-
tional achievement test shOuld not be permitted totd ermine the
content of the test or to alter' tbe definition of objecti es implied in
the test. From the point of view of the tester, the Tuition of the -,.
objective is sacrosanct; he has no imsiness monk g with that defini-
tion. The objective is handed down to him by those agents of socie
who are responsible for decisions concerning educational objectives,
and what the test constructor must do is to attempt to incorporate
that definition as clearly and as exactly as possible in'the examination
that he builds. _

Now, the statistical properties of educational achievement tests and
of test items are to a very large degree a function of arbitrary features
of the school curriculum and of variable features of the examinees.
Dr. Gardner gave some very convincing evidence of that. I should like
to add just a little bit to it only by way of samples of the kind of thing
I mean. I have the data on a few arithmetic test items that were tried
out on a very large population of elementary schools in the Iowa Basic
Skills Testing Programs. For instance, one of these items reads, "multi-
ply 508 by 8." The difficulty of that item in the third grade was 4 per
centthat is, 4 per cent answered that item correctly_ ; in the fourth
grad6, 55; in the fifth grade, 84, and froi'n there on it maintained that
high level.

Another item reads, "divide 84 by 2." At the beginning of the third
grade this item has a difficnity of 13 per cent. By the end of the second
semester of the third grade it has a difficulty of 57 per cent By the
beginning-of the first semester of the fourth grade it-has a difficulty of
83 per cent.
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ne 'more item: -add, 1/4 and 3/4." This his a difficulty below 5 per
ce #t n each of grades 3 and 4, in grade 5 it has a difficulty of 5 per

in the sixth grade the difficulty jumps from 5 to 78, and in the
next' -grade itlis 86.

Now, what accounts for these-uhrupt changes in the difficulty of the
item? Is it athibutable to some natural change in the nervous or
physiological matjrity of The child? Obviously not. It depends only
upon certain arbitrary decisions that have been made in the organiza-
tion of the school cunicUhim. The schools have decided to teach this
item in this grade, and that item in another. Tomorrow they might
change their minds. There is nothing magic about 'these abrupt
changes..

Those changes in difficulty' occur not only from grade to grade, but
' even from school to school within the same grade. The item, "divide

84 by 2," was tried out in 12 different schools the same time of the year
and under the same Conditions. These schools together -yielded a
sample of about 600 pupils. In School A, the difficulty of the item was
39 per cent. In School B, it was 6 per cent. In School C, it was 82 per
cent. In School D it Was 100 per cent. From School B to School D,
the range, in difficulty of this one item was from 6 to 100 per cent

The item, "subtract 5/a from %" has a zero difficulty in School A; an
85 per cent difficulty in School B.

The item, "multiply 0.24 by 52.4" Was a zero difficulty in School A,
and 82 per cent in School B, and a 0 per cent difficulty in School D.
Clearly, this is because these schools Could not agree upon the point at
which this item was to be presented in the curriculum, and so in one
school the item was extremely difficult and in another school it was
very easy.

The decisions that characterize the differences between these
schools could easily characterize entire populations. All of the schools
in one population might decide to teach one item in one grade level
and all of them in-another population to teach the same item at another
grade level.

methods of scaling educational achievement tests now hang
considered are based upon the statistical properties of the test or of
the individual items constituting the test with reference to a particular
population of examinees, which was Dr. Cardner's fnain point, and
with which I would agree absolutely. That is all scales are derived
from normative data.

Now, raw scores on some educational achievement tests are mean-
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in ul in themlelves in terms of the content of the test. For example,
you might build, up a test of the 100 basic, addition combinations in
arithmetic, and you might find that a particular student answers cor-
rectly 60 out of those 100 items. That obviously means something with -

outout regard to anyone else's performance on that, test. This is what we
might, for purposes of, this discussion, call an absolute meaning, or a
.fundamental meaning. But groups of items arranged with reference to
slich meanings da not constitute scales. You cannot compare out of
100 basic addition facts with 4 out of 20 rules of grammar, or with a
eertain number out of a possible number of vocabulary items in

!French, and so on Even though you have grouped the items in this

respect, you must still' attach numbers to those groups that will make
the performance comparable from group to group. In other words,
the scaling job still has to be done after this' rouping has taken place.

Any-meaning that a scaled score has, in addition to that contained in
the raw score, it has -because of the normative data ineorporited in
the score, and that meaning applies strictly only to the -particular
reference population invoNed in the scaling process. In other words,
no scaled score has any fUndamental meaning attributable to the scale
itself. Whatever meaning it has, in addition, to the kind of meaning I
just discussed, it has because of the normative data incorporated in

the score.
It is impossible to incorporate in any single scale normative data for

more than one reference population. However, in order to interpret
satisfactorily the scores on most educational achievement tests, one
must-refer to data for a4'arge number of different reference popula-
tions. The kind of tests we are talking about, elementary school
achievement tests, make,, that very obvious. You have a different dis.
iribution of scores on the test for every one of the grades, say, from
the third to the eighth. You have another different distribution of
scores if you throw all of those grade populations together, which is
the population that we use in effect when we establish a 'grade
equivalent, scale. Again, you may wish to interpret school averages,

mand they must be interpreted with reference to distributions of school

averages, not with reference to distrithitions of pupil scores and there
again you have a different distribution for every grade, and you have
a different distribution for all grades thrown together.

Furthermore, as has been suggested, you will get different distribu-

tions within the same grade for the same test froin one geographic
population to another. There are marked differences,in Ioiva:between

=
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.the distributions of scores for one-room rural schools and the distribu-
tions of scores for schooli in communities of more than 25,000 in popu-
lation, on exactly the same test. It is thus possible to identify a very
large number of reference populations, all of which must be usedlor
satisfactory interpretation of the scores an any of these tests.

,AceordinglY, whatever we choose to regard as. the basic scale for a
test, we must always set up alongside this scale a large number of
other scales, or iU you prefer to call them that, tables of norms, each
of which is to be employed for a fferent purpose. In most, if not
nearly all, practical situations it is t; cult to determine whit of these

L_ purposes is most important, or which scale is really the ba scale.
Indeed since the relatioeships among the various scales can al ays be
determined, that is, with reference to a particular population it can
always be determined, or since any scale can always be expressed in
terms of any other scale for that populatiOn, there seems to be very
little point in trying to determine which, scale is basic. However, it is
usually desirable for reasons of convenience to select one scale to be
employed as a reference scale. This is the scale to which the-raw scores
areoften immediately converted in the scoring process, and in terms
of which the only original record of the scares is made.

With reference to this reference scale, from at -least one point of
view-8uhaps should say before presenting this point of view it is
not my -ovvil, it is not one by which I would abide in practice, but it
certainly is a point of view that deserves considerationthg best type
of reference scale for a test is one that is divorced as much as is pos-

'f'sible from any normative meaning. I repeat, from one point of view,
the best kind of reference scale is one completely devoid of-norma-
tive meaning. For example, the scaled scores along the reference scale
for a test might be simply the corresponding raw score expressed as a
per cent of the possible score on the test. That might have some
absolute meaning of the kind I discussed earlier, but it would have
no normative meaning. It would not-be a good reference scale, I want
to say at once, because there are too many connotations, undesirable
connotations attached to the per cent score on the test. But the use of
a scale that is divorced from normative meanings has thievery distinct
advantage that if the norms change after the scale-has been established
and that does frequently happenthen there is no need to abandon
the,,scale on that account, or to rescale the test. Instead, all one need
do in that case' is to leave the reference scale is it was bdore, be-
cause it does not depend upon normative meanings, and make whgt-
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ever cha;iges in the normative scales. associated with it happen to be
'appropriate, and those changes may affect only some of the normative

scales. .

Let me now attempt to serninarize what I hive been trying to say.
For educational achievement tests T mean specifically tests like the
Stanford and Metropolitan Achievement test batteries, the Iowa Tests,
Basic Skills and the, projected ETS tests of basic educational objec-
tivesthe amount of meaning that can be built into any single refer-
ence scale will constitute only a very small part of the total amount of

_meaning to be derived by all of the test users from those test results.
To a very considerable extent, therefore, any so-called basic scale is
priMarily a device for facilitating the presentation of other scales.
The scale value of a given performance on any of these other scales
will be exactly the same for a given reference population regardless
of the-nature of- the reference scale used, because there is, always a
monotonic relationship among these scales. Accordingly, the problem
of what size scale, or what kind of a referencescale is to be employed,
with an educational achievement test is a problem, in my opinion,
of relatively minor importance. The major problem is what scales
should be employed with educational achievement tests, scales in the
plural rather than scale in the singular. That y, what kinds of norms
should be provided with the test, and how and for what purposes
each should be interpreted.

I should like to conclude with just one or two more specific com-
ments with reference to the proposals or suggestions that have already
been made. So far as these so-called basic considerations are con-
cerned, I would certainly have no objection to the use of a scale such
as Dr. Gardner suggests. I would only want to point out you' might
have to establish a scale, of that kind for each of a very large number
of different reference populations,Ocause a scale of that kind estab-
lished for one reference population will not serve all o the purposesall

have to be served, or even a very large propoit" n of them.
I should -like to point out, also, that comparisons were made by Dr.

Qardner of score distributions on the K scale for different grades.
Now,, with the K scale certain assumptions underlying those com-
parisons. The first is that there is a common growth curve. for all of
the tests involved,, but what kind of a growth curve you have ftn- a
particular test depends, as pointed out a moment ago, upon what
arbitrary decisions' have been made by the schools with regard,to the
presentation of those particular skills or abilities in the curriculum.
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The K e also assumes uniform within grade variability, but what
the re ye variability within a grade for a particular test is depends

upon these arbitrary decisions. We know, for exainple, that
o sixth grade the variability Within grades for arithmetic fund%

mentals; in terms of differences between successive trade medians,
is very much smaller in arithmetic than it is in reading. In the case
of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, the seventh grade norm lies at the
95th percentile of the sixth grade distribution on the arithmetic funda-
mentals test, but for reading, comprehension, the seventh grade median
lies at the 65th percentile in the sixth grade distribution, and for a
test of basic social concepts which we recently have tried out in Iowa,
the seventh grade median lies at about the 55th percentile in the
sixth grade' distribution: This is a terrific difference in overlap from
grade to grade, a terrific difference in relative variability from grade
to grade, which, it seems to me, is obviously attributable to differences
in curriculum decisions with reference to grade Placement

Now, finally, with regard to Dr. Tucker's proposal, I will say very
much the same thing that Dr. Flanagan has said If Dr. Tucker does
succeed in finding a number of items that all happen to have the same
rank order of difficulty for a particular group of reference population,
he will find those items only because it happens to be true of the
school curriculum that the schools have attained some agreement on
those particular items-, and that will be more or less an accident rather
than anything fundamentally descriptive of the child.

Furthermore, if he does find a number of items of tithat character,
thog items will not define any of the educational objectives which
have been handed down by such committees as the Mid-Century
Committee on Educational Objectives. It will be a matter of accident
what those items define in the way of an educational objective. So
I would say that while I would be perfectly willing to accept the kind
of scale that Dr. Tucker suggests, I would notbecause of the second
principle that I-suggested, that a good achievement test must by itself
constitute an adequate definition of the objective with which it is con-
cernedon that account accept the kind of scale that Dr.- Tucker .

suggests.
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DAVID C. MC CLELLAND

THE MEASUREMENT OF HtMAN MOTIVATION: AN

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

WHAT I 'AVE to say this morning will be somewhat of a change of
pace from what you have been listening to, since I approach the
measurement problem from an 'experimental point of view rather than
from th-ethiclitiontil testing point of view.

'I should like to review first the different ways in which psychologists
have attempted, to measure motivation in the past. In ,the first place,
the simplot\way, apparently, to measure 'human motivation is to ask
a subject how motivated he is for something or other. The psychologist
always starts with the simplest approach: just ask the subject. Of
course, we psychologists did this and we did it elaborately. We did, it
by setting up self-rating scales; we drew graphs to shows the normal
distribution, and we urged the subject to follow the normal dis-
tribution Ur put-his check marks in some kind of a pattern, but funda-
mentally the method involves simply asking the subject how' motivated
he is

I de not need to tell you, I think, what the difficulties with this
approach are One of the major ones is, of courseetliat subjects have
different subjective standards, and if you ask them how motivated they
are for uhievement, each one Will have a different idea of what intense
achievement motivation is, so that when you try to compare their
self-judgments, you get "hash."

The second approach is, if you can't ask the subject, then ask some-
body else" how motivated- he is Of course, yott choose somebody that
knows him fairly well, presumably, like. a teacher, and yOu get the
teacher to rate the pupil on how motivated the pupil is If you don't
think teachers are capable of dOing this correctly 'or validly, yeti can,
ask a clinical psychologist, who may study the person for several
weeks, or even sev ears if he is a psychoanalyst, and then get him
to fluke a rating as to how motivated the person is for achievement.
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And I suppose if theical psyclplogist dais not feel he is capable of
doing it, you can always ask a psychiatrist, whose judgment May be

even better.
But again I do not Aped to tell you the &Equities with this metho-

dological approach. One difficulty is circumventedr,0 you-ask the iame,
judge to judge several people, he can more or less' keep his standards
the saMe, so that you do not have the problem of shifting norms quite
as badly as you do if you ask the subjects to rate therrselVes. But other

,difficulties arise, For example, it is.uot exactly clear what the judge
is judging, just what his definition of the motive is His definition

,

isn't always communicable,
The chief objection to 4his',approtich is partly practical. and partly

thibretical. Practically, I do not think that judgments of motivation
ave proven extremely fruitful in predicting performance, and I sus-

pect that the reason is that the judgments are not pure enough. Too
many factors are taken into account in a clinical judgment& that it is
difficult to tease out precise relationships with performance. This
difficulty ties in with the theoretical objection that I havean objection
which can be highlighted by comparing the process to asking a em

their
it..

of physicists to measure temperature_by pooling eir jagtpents as te,,`
how hot it is or how cold it is. You can undoubtedly get a reliable'
estimate, that is, you can get an agreement this wayobut it isn't exactly
measurement. I have always been interested in pusliing our measure-
ment of motivation more irahozbjective direction.

A third way of measuring motivation, at4east achievement motiva-
tion, which I am chiefly concerned wtlaere-lhis morning, is to look
at behaviorthis darling of American pyscliolOgy behavior. It is what
the person doesthat counts., It is not what he:thinks, feels, or believes;
t is what he does, and if he works hard, he has a high achievement

motive. Why not use that as a simple method of measuring motivation:
how hard does the pupil work? Well, again there are difficulties here.
Theoretical psychologists tell us that performance is determined by
more factnrt than just motivation, so thit if you use performance as an
index of motivation, you get a lot of other things mixed in there, too,
such kis 'Past learning, 'intelligence, ete.- Mpather difficulty, even more

s for- motivational theory, is this a i)eFscsn may work hard for
several different reasons. He may work hard because he is anxious or
worried, uckt. because he has a high achievernapt motive. So perform-
ance can never prove a very adequate methodmf measuring achieve-

motivation, per se.
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With this fo hitreduce; the method of measuring
metiyation V* we have adopted, I. think.roore or less by accident;
must tell you that a lot of things bccorne clearer in the cold clear light
of hindsight than they are at the time:4 assure you that five yearkago
when we began out research ori the achievement motive, we did not
go through this step-by-step analysts of,other rneasUrement,methods,

ect them, and then, choose theene I ain. going to"describe to you. It
appened much more accidentally than 'that, but now that we have ,

done it this way, ourtine Of reasoning- itipksSensible to me.
What we did was to de content analiksei o)liiinaginative behavior or

fantasy. (1) Whysclid we choose fantaiy',or imaginative behavior? I
use "fantasy" for my clinical friends, and 'Imaginative behavior" as a
la_ rid Of bow to my` Yale !backgrotirid.: They .ihean the s e thing,

I think our primary reason for choosing fantasyrwa at ,it. has so
ObVi6uslY Vvorked.'PsYchologistS.liainhad.a leng history, in the cliff cal
field in which free association, Witask, and .dieam analysis in the
hands of the psychoanalists have led to very fruitful and prodUctive
rnotivatiangivalyses; you stand off 'an& look at he whole psy-
elioanalytie'Vaditien,:beginning with Freiid, you can oversimplify it
by saying th,,tit really deals primarily with motivation. Frend was not
particularly interested in learning or problem-ScilVing. in the great
American traditior he was much more interested in trietivation, and
I think the reason is partly methodological. What Freud ,studied was
not problem-solving, not learning, not how you get a pencil through
a maze; instead, he s died fantaNyfre associatio9r-and because he
studied this type of b avior, I think he arrived at'a motivational takpe:
of theory.

So we took this lead, and,-of tourse, we had the support of the
long Murray tradi ard,!which had shown seme very, fruit-
fid motivational yses base on fantasy':

--e might discuss here w fantasy should provide a good index of
Motivation, but I w l rot try to do it; it would lead me too far afield.

e sort ,p&argume _make is that fantasy is not influenced much
by factudt stateme
,values, what a person
.leer idea of what he
So; the reasoning rims
responses is motivation
fantasy for whatever tea

knowledge. It is not much influenced by
ht, to say M a test, as he doesn't have a_very

ht to write in a Thematic Apperception. Test.
the only thing;;that is left to deter nine his .

y a process o ,exclusion. At any rate, we use
son

(:2) Why content analysis? Welk con alysis, for my money, is
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just a more systematic way of making a judgment. The usual way of
treating a Thematic Apperception Test record is to have a judge read
the whole record and spithesize his impression of it into a rating. Well,
from my comments earlier about the complexities of such ratings and
what goes into them, you can seo, that I would Want to move in the-
direction of a more objective nose-counting operation A good analogy
which I have often luld clearly in mind is the praessof.making blood
counts such as a medical technician makes: you get a sample of blood
under standard conditions, you put it under a microscope with a grid
over it, you Count.the number of red corpuscles and white corpuscles,
etc.

Our approach is somewhat similar: you get a series of thought sam-
ples, or samples of imaginative behavior, and then develop a eategoriz-
ing or classifying system. then you count the number of 'times that a
certain imaginative element appears. The operation is a. simple yes -no'
dichotomous type of thing, presence, abjeneetho imagery is either
there or isn't there, like the white corpugcla.

Well, so much for background. Now a little more in ddiail about, the
procedure. We need three things ; first, we need a Method of collecting
thou t samples. Here we modified the Murray 14AT: technique by
o t mg brief written stories from subjects under group testing con-
di-63ns. In this way we can test as many people at once as you can get
into a room in.clear view of the screen on which we project the pic-
tures, in response to which the subjects write their stone So it is a
group testing procedure. We-.put a short time limit on the story, be- ,
cause we didn't want to give people extra credit for verbal fluency.
Since some yieople obviously can write long stories and others can only
write very short stories, we limit the amount of time to around five
minutes. In this time we obtain a kind of standardized thought sample
averaging around 90 words in length.

Secondly, we need a- method 21 scoring for the achievement motive.
I will refer to the aelievernent Motive in the Murray tradition, as the
need for achievement or more briefly on achieqinent. We need sev-
eral things as prerequisites:for a scoring system/First of all, we need
a criterion of achievement imagery; we have to 'recognize the white
blood corpuscle when we see.iWso -to speak; we have to recognize the
achievement imagery when it is there. We developed by a method
whie11 I will desetibe a little later, a scoring criterion which can be

'briefly summarized -in this phrase, a kind of oatchiphrase that'Ave use:
"competition with a standard of excellence." Examples of it °can,- of
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course, be multiplied. A person wants to do a good job; he wants to

beat somebody else. These are the two types of standards of excellence

that you find, the same standards that golfers use in match and medal
play. In match play you try to' beat the other guy; in medal play ypu
try to beat par. Both these types of standards are included under our
scaling criterion of "competition with a standard of excellence."

Next, we need a set of related categories: Having got the imagery
criterion, we must be able to identify other thought elements relating
to this central category. Ifere we tried very hard to get a related set
of pategories that had some theoretical sense, that hung together. To
do this we simply followed the standard description of the problem-
solving behavior sequence that you find in any elementary text book,

e.g., the process of adjustment. It is usually represented with an arrow
for the motive, with a rectangle for the obstacle which the person goes

around to get to the goal (represented again by a "detour" arrow), etc.
We defined subcategories for each part of this behavior sequence. I
will not go into more detail here, because I assuifie that you are not
interested in the detailed definition of these subcategories.

Thirdly, we wanted a method of scoring that was, as I said earlier,

as operational as possible, as simple as possible, so that it could be
readily communicated and readily used by scorers. Here, of course,
the ultimate test is scorer reliability, the ease with which you get high
agreement co-efficients between two trained scorers. We succeeded
pretty well. Our agreement coefficients ran around .90.95 for scorers
judging on different occasions if they were well trained. Trtining, in-
cidentally, takes a week for some people, longer for others. There
seems to be an ability factor involved' in ease of learning to score
such records. If somebody can tell me what it is, I would appreciate it.

Fourthly, we need a scoring.-system that is as economical and simple

to apply as possible. You may ask at this point why we didn't use a
multiple choice system so that a machine could do the scoring instead
of a human being. It is obviously much more expensive to use a human

being and much more tedious, when you have got hundreds and
hundreds of records to scoj'e. The answer is, of course, that we would

like to use a multiple chOice test but it doesn't work,.and if any of you
want to go out and try it,.all I ..ean say is, more power to you. We have

tried it and it has just never worked. The same seems to be true of the
multiple-choice RorsehaCh: Some day we will know why multiple-
choice projective,tests don't work. Now there is just plenty of practical
evidence that they don't. It may be because multiple-choice introduces
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a reality factor which tends to minimize the importance of nnofiyatiOnal
,

deterrhinants of percephori (see, a recent experiment by Crutchfield-
and Postman in the American Journal, "Psychology on the effects of
hunger on perception").

In any case our scoring system is not so terribly inefficient a d un-
economical. It turns out that a trained scorer, if you can keep in at
itwhich is another problemcan score 50 to 80 records a day lhout
straining. himself, and this means if you have ten scorers, you can
score five hundred a day. It is practical, in other words. It takes about
a minute to score a story, dr five minutes to score an individual record,
which isn't excessive.

So far we had a method of collecting the thought samples,, a method
arousingof scoring them, and next we needed a method of n the

achievement motive experimentally. Here is where we took a new step
in the testing field, I believe. That is, we argued that we did not want
to have an a priori scoring system. We wanted one that reflected sen-
sitively experMientally-induced changes in achievement motivation.

So we began with two groups of subjects: roughly, a control group
and a group in which the achievement motive was aroused. Our
method was to compare the imagery in the stories written under
neutral conditions with the imagery in the stories written under
aroused conditions. We found shifts in achievement imagery. Students
wrote different kinds of stories under these two conditions, and we
used these differences to arrive at the definition of achievement

g

imagery which I gave you earlier. Note the importance of the ex-
perimental variable in arriving at our scoring system. We used only
those imagery categories which increased in frequency when the
motive was aroused. In fact we redefined our categories so as to cap-
ture as best as we could the differences in stories written under "con-
trol" and "arousal" conditions.

Now for the payoff, if any. You may well ask: all right, you have
demonstrated that imagery in stories changes when you arouse
achievement motivation, how can you use this to measure individual
differences in achievement motivation?

We took several steps here to se6 whether we were able to measure
individual differences. First, we did a very simple and elementary thing.
Having decided on our scoring system based on the categories which
increased when the motive was aroused, we simply summed these
characteristics in a given person's record. Suppose a person writes-
eight stories: we went through and scored each story separately, ac-
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cording to the achievement motive scoring system, and .then counted
the different types of achievement imagery which appeared in his
eight stories and got his total score. People varied enough in this total
score to give us a reasonable spread and we could begin to relate
individual differences as measured in this way to other types of be-
havior. The basic assumption is that if a person shows a lot of the kind
of achievement imagery which appears when the motive is aroused,
he must have a strong achievement motive.

To what other types of behavior did we relate our achievertient
score? First and foremost, as you might expect, we were interested in
knowing whether the achievement motive, if measured in this way, was
related to performance. That I suppose would be thb first question
any of you would ask: do the students with high achievement motiva-
tion Work any harder? It seems logical that they should. Our first ex-
periments in this field were done with laboratory tests. If you take a
simple test like adding two place numbers and give college students a
ten-minute repetitive test of this sort, you find that there is a very
significant difference between subjects with high achievement moti-
vation and those with low achievement motivation. That is, we found
that the ones with high motivation had a higher output of arithmetic
problems; they coinpleted more of them in the time allowed.

Secondly, if you take a more complex task, like unscrambling words,
which is a relatively unfamiliar task as compared with adding two
place numbers, you find that while the people with high and low
achievement motivation start out at about the same output level,
the ones with low, motivation do not improve during a 2O- minute test
period. Those with high motivation do improve, #o that at the end of
the test period they are turning out more work per unit time than they
did at the beginning. In other words, they are sufficiently motivated to
learn new and better ways of unscrambling words.

I suspect that some of you will be,interested in whether or not this
measure of motivation is related to grades. I am going to leave that
until last, because it is a complex question, and treat it separately.

Let me go on first to other types of behavior in the laboratory to
which this measure of motivation is related. Take memory, for ex-
ample. For years the problem of -the better memory of incompleted
tasks, the so-called Zeigarnik effect, 'has been something of a puzzle,
at least to some psychologists. Why are incompleted tasks remem-
bered better? There have been, as you know, some conflicting results.
Sometimes you find this effect and sometimes you don't. We found
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that one of the variables correlated with better memory for incom-
pleted tasks is achievement motivation. Subjects with high achieve-
ment motivation have a better memory for incompleted tasks. Subjects
with low achievement motivation generally have a better memory for
completed tasks. They remember their successes, as it were. They are
a little bit defensive about this. The ones with high motivation, on the
other hand, apparently regard the incompleted task, as a challenge.
They want to recall it so that they can complete it. They think to
themselves, so to speak, "If I had only had time to finish that. If that
guy hadn't interrupted me, I would have finished it.-

Or take level of aspirationsomething that you would think mo-
tivation should be related to. Here again we found a relationship,
if you rule out reality factors. That is, level of aspiration, as most of us
have assumed from the beginning, is partly determined by Wish factors
and partly determined by reality factors. If you ask a person what
kin'd of a grade' he expects to get in a course, he will be determined
partly by his past performance, by his previous grades in this course,
and also presumably partly by his need for achievement.

We found if you just correlate the achievement motive score with
level of aspilution, you don't get any correlation, but if you do it when
the reality factors are minimized, or are in conflict, when the subject
doesn't really have any basis for saying in reality what he will do on a
certain test, then you get a very significant correlation with achieve-
merit motivation. This, of course, is exactly what you would expect.

Take perception. We have done experiments on the recognition of
words with the tachistoscope, and we find, as one would expect, a cer-
tain sele6tive sensitivity. The ones with high achievement motivation
recogniv words relating to achievement more rapidly.

Let me just mention two Others. I could mention a great many-more,
and perhaps if there is time for a question period, you can ask me about
them then.

A very popular test nowadays is the F scale, a measure of Authori-
tarianism. Roger Brown at Michigan tested to see whether achieve-
ment motivation was related to the F scale. I must say I did not expect
any relationship, but to my surprise, he found one but it was inverse.
That is, students with lower achievement motivation are generally
higher on the authoritarianism scale. I think you will see why this may
be so in just a minute.

Some of you are familiar with the Asch judgment experiments.
Typically he presents three comparison lines and a standard line to
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six stooges and one non-stooge. The six stooges all say in succession
that one of the comparison lines is the same length ds the standard,
when it is obvious that it is really longer. So this places the non-stooge
in a conflict situation... He has just heard six other students say that
these two thing_ s are objectively equal and it is perfectly plain that they
are not equal. So what does he do? Well, under these pressure condi-
tions, about a tlgrd of the subjects, e.g. college students, fold: They
yield to social pressure and call out the wrong line.

Anil has wondered why some students yield and some do not. We
found, quite surprisingly, that the non-yielders, the people who re-
fused to yield under this pressure, are the ones with high achievement
motivation. There is almost no overlap in n Achievement scores of

the yielders and non-yielders.
A reason for this can be found in our research on the origins of

achievemdra motivation. What kind of home background, what kind
of childhood training is characteristic of the people with high and low
achievement motivation? A very nice thesis has just been completed by
Marian Winterbottom at the University of Michigan on this problem.
It begins to explain how some of these things hang together. She was
interested in the number of demands and restrictions that parents
'placed on their children, and at what age. She chose sons aged S to
10, and she interviewed their mothers and gave them questionnaire
schedules to fill out.

What she found, to make it long story very short, is that the mothers
of children with high achievement motivation made many more de-
mands for independent decisions earlier than those with low achieve-
ment motivation. For example, consider at item she actually used,
"Do you expect your child to learn his way around town by hirnselfr

AtThis is one aspect of indepen e training. All theirnothers said they
did require this of their scins.. t the mothers of -children with high
achievement motivation said that they expected the child to know
how to do this before the age of 8, which ha'ppened to, be the median.

age at which the distribution of expected ages could be split. These
mothers required more independence earlier; in other words, there was
great pressure from these mothers for independent activity of various
sortscrossing the street by oneself, making friends, doing well In
school, etc. All of these independence-training needs seemed to be re-
quired earlier by the mothers of .sons with high achievement motiva-
tion. So I think you can begin to understand why the products of this
kind of parental, background would stand out against the pressure of
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the group in the Asch experiment, why they would be more at the
democratic end of the Authoritarianism scale. And vice versa: you
can see why:the ones with low achievement motivation coming from
a more protected background, would tend to be more dependent on
other people of authority; why they would be willing to follow the
erowd, even when it is wrong, and so forth. I need not elaborate.

Now, to turn to my last point, namely, the problem of predicting
judgments of performance.' This is a long way of saying "predicting

,grades, and I chose the long way on purpose. judgments
of performance is no mean trick, as most of You know. I do not regard
it as especially difficult in this case to predict performance, but to
predict judgments of performance is quite a different matter; it is the
criterion problem with which you are all familiar.

Actually, we have done a number of studies of the relationship be-
tween n Achievement score and grades in high schools, colleges of all
sorts, and our correlations are sometimes high and sometimes low. I

'remember when we first ran this correlation, for a college sample; it
came .51. We were so elated that we nearly sat down and sent a tele-
gram to Professor Terman saying "Forget about your intelligence test;
we can predict grades better with a 20-minute projective test." Well,
it is a good thing we didn't, because we ran the correlation on another
sample and the next time the correlation was zero. A healthy correc-
tive for enthusiasm, the repeated experiment!

To summarize this research the way it stands nowthe Educational
Testing Service" will straighten us out on some of these things, I hope
there is a median correlation of n Achievement with grades in the
.20's with intelligence partialled outsignificant, but nothing to get
terribly excited about.

Let me mention what I think two of the main problems are in get-
ting such predictions of grades. In the first place, how much does the
criterion, namely, grades, depend on motivation in a particular case?
We have found a caseand I am sure you know of such caseswhere
the correlation of Otis I.Q. with high school grades is 0.90. Can you
expect any correlation of grades with motivation if this is so? You
may find one, but you certainly aren't ping to add anything to the
prediction of grades that you get from the Otis I.Q. alone. Maybe the
teacher just looked up the intelligence test scores and graded accord-
ingly.

How much does the grade criterion depend on motivation? And how
much on the teacher's idiosyncrasies? Langlie and others showed
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twenty -five years ago that grades in high school, at any rate, and I
suppose in college, are correlated with teacher judgments of other
personality characteristics, e.g., attractiveness, phYsical maturity, and
other characteristics of that sort. So there is certainly impurity in
the criterion e.g., judgment of performance as compared with per-
formance itself.

The other prolem that has been very puzzling to me is whether
or not it is really legitimate to parcel out intelligence. The normal way
of proceeding is to correlate n. Achievement with grades, intelligence,
with grades, and then parcel out the correlation of intelligence with
n Achievement. There _is always a positive correlation between
achievement motivation and intelligence, and there ought to be, it
seems to me, Take thp extreme case. Whatever the native ability of a
person, if he has no motivation to learn, he is not going to get a high
intelligence test score. So it seems to me there ought to be some cor-
relation between achievemesat motivation and intelligence test score.

There are two places; where motivation enters into an intelligence
test, score: one in the accumulation of knowledge which he shows on
the intelligence test or achievement test, and the other in the Attention
he.gives at the time lae takes he test. We know that people who have
high achievement motivation will actually do better in the testing
situation: So there is an' intertwining here of achievement motivation
and the intelligent measure. Is it fair then to partial out I.Q. in relating
motivation to grades if we know motivation also determined the I.Q.
to some extent? 'If we' do, we are eliminating part of the effect that Mo-
tivation has on perfonnance. If we don't, we can be accused of simply
finding a correlat I.Q. which therefore ought to predict grades to
some extent. Iti ac:1 cult problem to think throughthe relation of
motivation to perf rn nee and intelligence, but these are our con-
tributions to it to At least we think we have a method of measur-

, ing motivation mild provide plenty of food for thought.
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DISCUSSION

PARTICIPANTS

PHILIP Asu, EDWIN G.FLEMMiNG, CHARLES H. LANGMUIR, DAVID C.

McCLET,Loo,m, JosEPii ZUBIN

Dn. Zuunc: I believe we are all deeply indebted to Dr. McClelland
for a very timely discussion of a problem that is facing research in
personality, I have but three comments.

First, about the technique for eliciting achievment motivation
which was used. We were not told exactly how it ;was clone, but ap-
parently it had something to do with the introdnetion of incentives
for achievement in the one group and.no such incentive for achieve-
,anent in the other group. Of course that is a very school-like situa-
tion, and one wonders whether that kind of expetrimental eliciting of
motivation bears a high degree of'relationship to the wide variety of
faeets that motivation consist of. It may very well be an important
aspect of motivation, but that it encompasses the entire variable that
we regard as achievement motivation is doubtful, On the positive side,
when one begins to tackle such a field, it is good to separate out the
different facets, but whether the kind of achievement-motivation elic-
ited in school is very important for aehie(rement-motivation in life
remains a very important question.

I also wonder whether the very simple test he used as an indication
of motivation, namely the increase in rate of simple additions under
incentive conditions, had previously been used by the Character Edu-
cation inquiry and by the Spearman School, for the measurement of
motivationI wonder whether that might not give as good A correla-
tion with degree of achievement motivation present during the experi-
ment as the dissection of the person's imaginative production on the
TAT would yield.

This very simple task of simple additi6 may give you as much as
the more complicated analysis.

As to my second point, the technique utilized by Dr. McClelland
essentially consists of utilizing derivatives of the projective technic
method. This is a very worthy derivative. We have been able to demon-
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strate not long ago in our own laboratory that when content analysis on
TAT-like pictures are used tachistoseopically in the specific focused
situation involving interpersonal relationships and the contents of the
response for that particular variable are scaled, we find tremendous
differences between the performance cif, individuals who are normal,
those who are neurotic, those who are chronically ill mentally, and
those who ate only in the early stages of illness. The idea of using
derivatives of the TAT or of other projective technics in a motive-
focused manner and then scaling the results along the dimension under
investigation is a very worthy one, and it has been applied not only
to the TAT, but also to, the Rorschach. Dr. McClelland's finding_ s add

much weight to this approach.
For example, when the content of the Rorschach is analyzed on

specific scales for measuring dimensions of content involving such
variables as cheerfulness, anxiety, sociability, etc., significant correla-
tion is obtained, whereas as you know, ordinary clinical scoring of
the Rorschkh gives very low correlations with such personality ,vari-
ables. Thff whole method is part of a very healthy approach of trying
to make sense out of the chaotic field of projective technics by singling
out particular segments and focusing Atentio(1 on the particular per- I
formance related to that segment.

The third point, and I think Dr. McClelland will agree with me, is
that he has defined motivation in a very narrow setting. He has limited
himself to what you might call, for lack of better terms, rivalry and
competition, competition with norms, rivalry with others. But there is
more to motivation than just that. Certainly professio` nal motivation,
if you Jima it to these points of view: gives you only a very small part
of the picture. What about operation as a motive? What about
osity

xn All of these motives are lost in the particular sector that Or.
as a motive? What a out altruism as a motive?

P
McClelland has selected and I do not mean to say that therefore his work

is not of value; it is of tremendous value. I believe however, that we
should not be surprised at the low correlation betty,een school-achieve-

ment and his achievement-motivation score because he has not meas-
ured motivation in all its aspects; he has taken two aspects of it which
perhaps unfortunately the American scene stresses unduly. The other
aspects of motivation may not be as strongly developed in the average
person in our culture, but that they do form at least part of the achieve-
nient-motivation of many people cannot be doubted. Perhaps finding
tests for measuring theise latent motives'inay hasten their development.
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DR. McCIALIAND: Let me make one comment. I am frequently
awls of not doing things that I didn't intend to do in discsionsr

particular method. Of course we didn't measure the curiosity
' motiv , we didn't intend to Alsb there are lots 'of other motives that

certainly can be measured, using the same method. I perhaps should
have made that clear. I think the method that we used here of concen-
trating on one motiveand I would_ even agree that it is one aspect
of one motive is one that can be generally applied, and I think that
is the main significance of what I said here today.

We intended to deal only with one aspect of motivation, and I think
that the final test of whether that aspect was worth concentrating on
or not is contained Ln the`twenty or thirty relationships that we h'ike
bc*veen it and other important variables. That is the ultimate test of,
the. usefulness of any analytic approach.

I remember when we first started doing this five years agosix years
ago, now.4Dr. Rapaport said substantially the same thing that Dr.
Zubin said. He said the motive you arouse in the laboratory has noth-
ing to flo with achievement motivation in life; you are wasting your
time. I am glad I didn't listen to him.

Dn. FLEMMING: I want to ask Dr. McClelland whether he has cor-
related this -achievement test with practical achievement in The work
situation, such, for instance, as the achievement of salesmen.

CI-Lu7R-NLAN BENNETT: I take it you all heard the question. Dr.
McClelland says the answer is no.

Mn. LANomurn: Could Dr. McClelland give us any information about
the variation in his measures of achievement motivation under different
conditions of arousing it, or over an interval of time in successive
tests of-the same individual?

DR. MCCLELLAND: This is a complicated question in a way. The
stability of the achievement motivat measure as we now use it is
not ordinarily high. People who are use ja, to scoring intelligence tests
are going to be alarmed at this. If you retest a person weekly, or six
months later, you do not get as high test-retest or reliability cofficients
ag you ought to get, at least as we are used to thinking you ought to
get. That is, they run probably as low as the sixties and seventies
rather than up in the eighties and nineties.

There is another way of looking at the problem. It involves the 7
whole question of the relationship between validity and reliability.
The other way of looking at it is that if the measure was stable, or
more stable, it probably wouldn't be as sensitive. In other words, in-
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trinsieally.motivation is something which does vary probably more
from day to day and week to week than intelligence does,,Since we
more or less assume that intelligence is something which remains rela-
tively stable over time; at least we try to measure it in a way which
-yields stability, Motivation, on the. other hand, is something which I
would say intrinsically varies snore.

Du. ASH: I have a question that relates to one asked previously.
I gather that in its present form the test has not been used in the
industrial situation, but f Wonder, first, whether as it is used now, or
as it can be used now, it might be appropriate in industrial testing.
My second quesrlipn would be has it bben used to oserve relation-
ships between need achievement arid such variables as leadership be-,
havior and group acceptability_ , for example, in line with the work
done by'Shartle at Ohio State. ..-

® Dn. MeraELLAND: My answer is no although there were some
studies done that are a little bit' relevant to this problem down at the
University of Maryland} Field-did' a study on the effect of social rejec-
tion on the n Achievement score and he found very serious sex differ-
ences. I haven't mention6d the sex differeness,Whicli appear with this

,...., ,test papy,lathvery markedly dependent on the type of arousal, and this
supports what Dr. Zubin said earlier. I agree with most of what he
said It is only _that I was trying to do something different. I am afraid
I sounded as if I did not agree with hirn-..,I'd , because we know that
different arousal conditions will produce di rent effects, anal the big
sex difference is a..major ease in lioint. For 'example, the,aebievement
motivation score of women does not increase tinder our normal arousal
conditions. We thought the women were very refractory; we tried and
tried it, again nd the men's score increased every time, by our'scoring

wonmenbut th woen's score didn't.
Field, at Maryland, did a study in which he rejected both men and

Women. That is, they were told that there was going to be a sort of
popularity poll and that they were going to learn the results of it lie
handed them back slips of paper on which it was clear that they were
in the group or out of the group, rejected or accepted. Now, under
these conditions, the women's achievement motivation score went way
up if they were rejected. After we discovered this, we found that Else
Frenkel-Brunswik had shown this yelirs ago in her motivation study
in which she found that high achievement motivation, as rated by
teachers, was pretty closely correlated in girls with appearance, dress-
ing, and things of this sort, with the social side of the achievement
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motivation, whereas' a meh it is more connected with leadership an
intelligence .(the fadOrs referred to in our normal arousal conditions
Apparently it doesn't threaten, a woman nearly as much to eall'her
unintelligent as it does to call a man unintelligent.

I h4ve greatly oversimplified the nature of the achievement motive
I want to say that I am afraid my earlier remarks were not as serous
as they should have been There are ill kinds,of achievement motives:
We know, for example, that tber" ,are some people who are dime-
Imized primarily by a hope\ of suacess,, :others by a 'fear of 'failure.
did not have time to discuss all these variations.

There are some whose achievement Motivation is focussed on ath-.
letics, or playing bridge, or being a Don Juan. So I certainly have to
agree with Dr. Zubin that the motive is much more complicated than
what our simple, over all index shows, The research problems remain-
ing are very great indeed.
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s in Pulilic Opinion Polling Since -1948
eir Probable Effect on 1952

WHAT. ABOUT THE SAMPLING?.
A BIT OF PS UDOHISTORY

I '11uPPosra all of you are well awak'of fact, that the sampling
methods that our polling-organizations are this year have evolved
from quite primitive; beginnings. First of of course, there was a
plant life period or stage in which a~r4iyavi- reporter asked the

,,people he found around him how they were. g6ing to vOte. He sent
out hi' roots like a plant and got what he could From the spot where
he happened to be. Then came, the dinosaur stage, the huge mail
canvasses of ten million or more post-card ballots that were sent out
by-the "Literary Digest'. and similarlurveys made by other publica-
tions, ending up in the swamps. Thy, were hogged down by the mere
size, and if anything they proved that size alone is not sufficient for

survival.
Next, if we can jiimp a, million years, more.or less, came the dawn

of civilization, and with It came men Who had at least the rudimentary.,
beginnings ©f an, alphabel'hey roamed over their hunting grounds,"
capturing big, lumbering elephants and stocky, stubborn donkeys in
order to put on a great race. They laid heavy bef on the _spectacle ,

and gave odds, and everyone tqw to dope out the outcome before-
hand so that he could bet on a sure thing. J , V

They took their 1)grimitive alphabet and ma d the fat St animals
A's, the good and rthArnp o* B's, the rnidd dweights C's, and the
Scrawny ones D's, soihey would ye a fair mixture of economic, levels
and have a good race. In like rn er they gathered a proper mixture

' of males and female's, old and young, cave dwellers and denizens of
the forests. They did this every four years and they had great fun.
But in the end it i,,,vailed them nauglIt, for after they flourished for a'
while, they grew too bold,' and in 1948 B. C., they plunged with the
biggest bet of all time. And when they lost tmr s, and all their
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following had likewise, there arose a great wailing and a loud cry,
-Oh, what have we done, or failed to do oh, Lady Luck, that you
should desert us now?'

Aud they lippruuU suu !sayer is
the soothsayers .said, "You were not careful enough in most of what
ypu did,, and you should have done much that you neglected to 'do,
but most of all, you didn't pay attention to Mother History, of learn
your lessons about the probable error,i and the last minute Lift, and
the mysterious ways of the undecidecf -and evasive, and +the wiles of
the editor who wants you te do your Srunt way out on the limb, And
the heartbreak of the photo-finish." And they went away sad4 and
repentent.

Weil, now, the year has come around for the next race. The pollsters,
have managed to gather the animals again and all the followers of
Mother History are 'asking, "Will they go off chasing Lady Luck
ilia? Have they 'learned their lesson? What

_
about those pitfalls?

at about the sampling?"

Well, now fellowcave dwellers, no one can tell Whether the pollsters
r._

will, tag after Lady orLuck until tomorrow, or perhaps Monday morning
when the final call comes for placing the big bets. They say they won't
be betting this time maybe never. Here (holding up letter) one of
them says. "Us? We are not predicting

They hope that other people won't use their reports as a racing forme
and lose money on foolish bets, but still they say, "We will tell you
we knowt everything we know- about the animals, and then it is u0
to you."

They have gone farther into the dawn of civilization and they have
learned a great deal about numbers and counting, at least on one hand
(counting fingers), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and they have learned a new religion
called Vrob4bility Sampling." Some of them have embraced the new

.religion .while keeping a few, of their old pagan beliefs. Some others
are trying to use the same old prayers and magic again for they hear
that the new religion is a strict master and that it exacts a heavy price
before. it will help them in any way. Whatever their present faith and
doubts, none of them seems confident of his dope on the race, or
hopeful about the benign intervention of the supernatural. They are
saying, and will probably continue to say, its anybody's race

That is as far. as .I will go in predicting what Sunday morning's or
nday morning's final releases will be like".
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at sampling, then? Some of the state and local polljng
organizations, and quite a number of ilbwspapers, appear to be using

much the same methods, at least so far as sampling is concerned,

are, of _course, the same old half-serious stunts: the chicken-
11 is on again, but we.don't 'know whether it is the farmers: or

the hens it are making the big decisions about who is going to be
elect' The cigarette poll iS on It samples smokers, ignores non-
smokers; undoubtedly a bias right there. The taxi driver poll is on,

arber poll; andtto doubt the astwlogers are-busy, too.
The important4)reblems of sampling do not center ;in these side-

shcvs in the election deeps. Neither are they to be found in those
rely serious canvasses that are operating in certain instances as if

,,,.,nothing happened in 1948, and in other instances as if the important
thing is net too try to pick the winner, but to really find one in a

ly scientific way something more than we presently know about
-behavior and the way in which people Make up thek minds.

They are to be found in the more noteworthy survey& of opihion
Etna election behavior that are now being made, some of which have

not come' to our attention because their results will be reported more

*deliberately
after the election is over. However, some of the better-

known polling organizations .are also contributing mare than they
hale previously to the more serious, long-range study of election be-
havior_ Therefore, even though there .may be few forecasts, the
sampling problems associated with their work is still very imPortant,
for we must appraise .the results of the polls in so far as they offer any
possibility. of increasing our understanding of how people think on
issues and. how they decide to cast their ballots on election day.

The analysis.of the details of the sampling operatibris as they _are

actually carried out by the pollsters is a major undertaking that none
of us has attempted so far. I would like to stress that. It is not some-
thing that you can do in a day or that you can do without going
through, a great.deal of material that is available' only in their offices.
Some of the material we would need isn't even available ,there. .11)
judgiS' how the sainpling operaVphs are- really working out now com-
pared with previous operations was difficult enough in 1948; it is more

cult today, I think,. Nevertheless: I will attempt to make a few gen-
era observations on the methods that are being used by the more

prominent of the polling organizations They will gloss over the dam,.
tails and givelis jusirioad outlines.
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The Principal ch es that have been made since 1948 in the selec-
4!ion of the sample o people to be interviewed have been made in the
direction of' assigning to interviewers a selection of city blocks and
specific dire s ons cm ow oo winemir blockThe
instructions specify the starting point on each bloc_ k and tell how the
interviewer should count off a designated number of housefidld.s from
each selected household to pick the next household in which to seek
an interview. There are instructions about how an individual is to by
selected within each household that is thus chosen for the sampl

There are also some general arrangements designed to get mo of
the interviewing into the period when people are home from wor
order to reduce the losses that occur in daytime interviewing. This
procedure replaces the old cplota sampling procedure In which the
interviewer had a relatively free choice of respondents so long as he
satisfied certain quotas assigned by economic level `and sex and fol-
lowed Certain gegieral instruetions about obtaining- a representative
group of respondents to interview. The relatively new procedure of
"block sampling" is actually forcing interviewers to go into areas in
cities that they had avoided before, or missed altogether. It will
probably remove much of the bias in economic level and education
that was characteristic of previous polls. How much, we can't say,
but it seems to be a direct consequence that it should have that effect:

However, there is a general disposition among polling organiza:
tions not to require interviewers to make additional calls when they
find no one at home at the first attempt. In some instances there is a
provision for substituting a neighbor, but in other instances no at-
tempt is made to replace or to regain interviewing attempts that are
unsuccessful in the first instance. In addition, the older quota sampling
methods are still employed in some of the rural areas or in other situa-
tions in which the block sampling procedure is difficult to apply.

There are some other types of sampling that are being used, such
as Gallup's pin -point method, but they represent supplements to the
main samples rather than the principal sampling procedure itself.
If there were time enough and you were interested in such details, it
would be quite appropriate, I think, to examine the ingenious attempts
that are being made to find a way of sampling that is not as costly and
troublesome as people think that probability sampling is and yet that
avoids some of the weaknesses orthe older methods.

Back in 1948 a special committee of the Social Science Research
Council made a comprehensive review of the polls shortly after the
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election. It concluded in its consideration of the sampling problem that
the available evidence. was not adequate to measure the extent to
which quota sampling contributed to the syitematic errors in the 1948

arninatiorrof-the-samp
educational distributions suggested that there was a considerable
systematic error in most of the quota samples, although the amount
of it, the magnitude of it, could not be measured.

The report also held that there was a possibility of improving the
sampling methods, brit emphasized the fact that numerous _factors
other _than the sampling error contributed to the gross error of pie-
diciing the division of the vote among the candidates. It warned
specifically that the use of probability samples will not in any way
guarantee that 'one can predict elections. Hence, we may expect that
these current changes in the direction of probability sampling will
improve the accuracy of the polls somewhat, but will not enable them
to succeed where they failed in 1948.

In the absence of a definite analysis of their accuracy, we must
assume that the current percentages are still subject to a degree of
error, from sampling alone, of the order represented by a standard
deviation of perhaps two or three percentage points:This is little more
than a guess based upon the past performance of the polls and what
we know about the general outlines of the sampling methods now.

Including other sources of error the gross or total error may be
of the order represented by a standard deviation Of 5 to 8 percentage
points. Now, this doesn't mean that they can't be, as we used to say,
"right on the nose," but as you all know from, the applications of the
theory of error in testing and related fields, what is important is not
the possibility of being exactly right and having a zero error; it is what
the long-run experience of a variety of,errors leads us to expect. The
guidance we can get by assuming some approximate value of the
standard deviation is an important element in reaching a soundijudg-
meat about the meaning 'bf the polls. These guesses may well be
exceeded. in the case of samples or sample results that are based on
fewer than, say, a thousand respondents or polls that are subject to
more than the average degree of error. '

Therefore, when you examine any of, the results of the polls, please
rease each, percentage by percentage points or more, and also

subtract from each percentage the same number of points, then look
at the two items you get and draw, your conclusions from the assump-
tion that if you continue operating in this way the percentage you
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wish you knew will be caught between these two figures about twice
as often as it falls outside.

You know how to adjust this if you want to change the odds of
true...inure you are seeking, And then don't

forget that about' one-third of the time even this crude way of making
allowance for inaccuracy will lead us to underestimate the actual
gross error in the particular percentage we have before us.

What about sampling, then ? - It has been improved, but not as much
t could be It othibits all the practical problems we encounte#when

we attempt a large house-to-house survey in any field, but this isn't
the'main reason why thepollsters cannot tell you clearly who wig be
elected, or very accurately how, different groups of the population
differ in their reactions to issues and candidates. That is a story for
the next two cave men to tell yeti.
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and Their Probable Effect on 1952

on 'ens

HERBERT HYMAN

INTERVIEWING

Anal THE polls failed M -1948, my colleagues here, and I, took part in
an investigation of the polling organizations. This time it appears that
we are taking no chances. We are investigating them even before they
have had any tune to fail. I might say that the three major polling
organizations have been very courteous td us and allowed us, in a
Some, to do this detective job again and we are most Appreciative.

gisttwuriiig quit earlier investigation, the story went around of the inter-
VieWer.who wrote to her agency and remarked that she knew why the
polls had failed. She described her experience in interviewing on the
elections and said that she had this strange experience; she kept run.
rang into respondents who continually reported that they were plan.,
'n4g,to vote for Truman, This happened so often that she knew some-
thing warifong.:She,:sniinised something was wrong with her inter-
viewing or heekitriPling; and so she threw out some of those cases
and did some more interviewing until she found enough Dewey sup-
porters.

I suppose that this story which, no doubt, was invented by some
wit rather th ,n being the real truthis a kind of dramatic illustration of
the contributi n that the interviewer conceivably might make to the
success or fai tire of the polls to predict an election. Obviously the
sampling an the research design and the analysis can be exied, but
in so far as the raw data that are collected are inadequate, of course;
the error is implicit in all the later predictiorA.

This possibility of interviewer error is perhaps the reason why I
was assigned the topic of changes in interviewing Methodology since
the '48 polls. In actuality, tirre is very little to be said in the way of
anything new on the probleTn, for the polls have made no real, radical
changeS in their interviewing procedures or their interviewing staffs
and the detailed story of this aspect of survey research can still be
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Om is arid-Uniit he:essentially dictated by these more -660th-wing meds
rather thall; hiY:.ther`speeifie -.needs associated with diCctive ''eleetion
-predictiOns, far. :example, the sample deSigned,;4,predi_atin'k,
an einition:nliett:nall; for. `interviewers iii certain areas' in-,eertdi
strengths as, lr t ex aniple, in making an estimate of c,riticar states;
whieh..strengths W°01dothorwise not be 'needed for the rest of the.ye_
or for:Une .fouryear period.

riSimilarly; me ..eleOtio situation might

[ 5
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composition in the staff, because of the possible ideological bias of the
interviewer, but this same political composition May be in.elevant for
most other market researchpurposes.

RITt erations in e composthon o s'f-th'---.1-1-rjte to replace.,

meat or firing or necessary additions involve a rather considerable
expenditure. While the cost -of. recruiting and training and supgrvision
, of a single interviewer is dcult- to determine, we might, for our
purposes here, set the figure at $75 per unit interviewer; which would
be a ridiculously conservative estimate. Now, this figure may appear
negligible to you, but, when you multiply this two hundred times,
you find that the usual agency has An-equity of perhaps $15,000 in its
current field operation, a property not easily jeopardized, consiflering
the fact that these agencies are tommerci y run. But everi::where
change may be called for and organizatio al factors suplitAs:;aave
mentioned are ignored, there is a great 'fficulty in making' funda-
mental changes in the composition of 'survey interviewers. For example,
it is interesting to note that on the present continuing_ permanent field
staff of the, Roper agency, there is only one lonely male interviewer
ut otberhO:pir250. All the rest are women.. e
'This situation; I can assure you, does not represent the agency's

libido at work. This is a product of larger institutional facears that
affect the type of individual that is available in the ,labor market from
which interviewers can be recruited for survey research. .

in the course of a detailed investigation of interviewing and survey
research -that the National Opinion Research Center has been engaged
in under SSRC and Rockefeller Foundation. auspices, my colleague,

-Sheatsley, eonducted'a very intensive study of this labor market
interviewers'- lie notes such facts as th6 followin&: while there

ise. some variability within this market, arid the staffs of different
.agencies shoW dfferent profiles, there is a modal type of interviewer

available for hire. No matter what agenty px which time period is
studied, the college educated comprise about three-fourths of all the
staffs, women at least two-thirds or more. .

The. Negro interviewers, whom NORC was able to hire over the
past twelve years, are an educational elite. they are far better educated
even than our white interviewers, about one-third of them having
'done post graduate work beyond college. This is quite interesting when
you consider the fact that they are, interviewing by and large a seg-
Ment of the population with far less education than they have.

One other finding by Sheatsley is of interest. The rigidity of this
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labor market was examined by comparing the characteristics of those
interviewers hired before 'World War II, during the war, and in
periods since the war. Ddspite the massive population shifts due to
wartime ac ers, fl e ara ens = es ortWfierd-staffs-hired were-fairly
stable over all this time. The same stability is demonstrated, no matter
which supervisor tries to recruit interviewers in any area For these
organizational and institutional reasons, the composition of the inter-
viewing staffs used pow no major change. Nor has there hem.-
major change in tj*:'training of -these interviewers or in their actu

conduct of the int$tview.
Such procedures of training are fairly 'standard, fairly rigidly insti-

tutional4ed in the agency, are regarded by them as wqrldng mod-

itfitely well to insure quality, and they reason that the;pfoblems of
irediction relate much more to' fhe realm of sample design or to the
realm of conceptualization and analysis of voting preferences. These

are the problems my colleagues are addressing themselves, to.
On the score of training and supervision, I should_ report, however,

improved methods of qua* control, For exarnplet, Crossley has de:
veloped a procedure which' he _-_started in 1948 of "decking the per-
formance of each interviewer' by 6Quiparing each iiiterviewer's results

creries of demographic characterisrieS'-With.criferion data on that
characteristib, for the same sample point. Any major discrepancies
between The :results for that interviewer andthe. criterion data imply
either error. '0 what is .worse, cheating, that is;' that the interviewer
Os out the answers himself in the privacy of his home. Under Silay
conditions, Ciassley institutes some disciplinary action. against this
interviewer...

Roper similarly. has expanded a system of cont To volving
regional supervisors who report on the quality of Per e of the
interviewers under them through direct observation~ and rough fill-
ing out detailed;fating sheets. A description of that procedure is given
in detail in thy summer 102 issue of the Public Opinidn Quarterly.
Consequently, there' is reason to believe that while the interviewers
have not changed in character, they are under somewhat better control.

There is also reason to feel that they are a pretty highly experienced
staff for the type of field problem they are encountering. Roper, for
example, had one interviewer who recently died after a length of
service 01 sixteen years. Crossley has at leastif teen interviewers as of
the present who have had lengths of service running between 20 and
27 years. These people are obviously of considerable experience,
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With respect to the actual interviewing procedure %hit used, it
should again be noted that interviewing in the survey must not be
regarded in the same way as other types of interviewing procedure.

proce ure at us In e ection pre ctions is essentiOlflire-
determined by the standardized questionnaire developed and by the
explicit accompanying instructions rather than by the discretion of the
interviewer.

The interviewer is, in a sense, much more a rntchinl rather than a
professional person given freedom to exercke his judgment, that is,
apart from the choice of respondents in rvsamPing design.

Changes in interviewing procedure for election purposes are'really
much more the province of research design. On this score we might
note a few chInges in design that in turn affect the, interviewing as-
-ignment For example, in 1948 there was reason to believe-that last
minute- shifts were of considerable significance and would have to be
treated in .future ,'research, and so there is greater emphasis this time
on telegraphic surveys which involve the interviewer operating under
conditions of -stringent depllines, fast interviewing, and a return .0
the results by-telegram. Ire sense, this improves the'design but creates
certain additional possibilities for errors due to-litistiness and pressure.

Similarly, Crossley in '48 initiated, some- reareh'Into filtering out
ineligible voters and uninterested voters This proCedure of filters
seemed a, yen/ good procedure, and he repbrts that-he has developed
it further ,Again this places upon theintervieWer additional difficulties,
becausethese filters must be treated differently in different parts of
the country. Eligibility requirements for voting vary in the most
capricious way from place to place, and the interviewer in exercising
these filters in the interview must evaluate them differently from area
to area.

The other major improvement in question design which affects the
interviewers, notably, in Roper's work, is-the use of batteries of issue
questions which attempt to define the constellation of attitudes sur-
rounding the preference which either make that preference sturdy or
make it precarious because of conflict between desire to vote- a candi-
date in and desire to see certain ends achieved with respect to issues.
This naturally creafes,,more difficulty for the interviewer particularly
because while Roper ,c-an easily, in this way, see the constellation of
attitudes surrounding the preference, he must also be in a position to
evaluate the hierarchical importance of different issues within this
constellatinn, which involves basically open-ended interviewing.
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Thede are some Of the qnestion changes that in pin] must be imple;
mented in the interview situation. Of course, -apatt, from the specific

t rviewin there is the- = eneral roblern of ra
and inter - personal relations with, the respondent. On this problem you
rnigbt thinkthat the memory of the 1948 fiasco e carried, by

; the population . and impeder effective intervie ever, trend
data collected by the NORC since 1947 indicate permanent
decrement in public confidence is negligible.. I i No 48 there
was an 'all -time low in putt public cortIciencv but collected
this month indicates ''that the polls have tegeined# the status with
the public; only about two percent of the national Ole actually
feeling really hostile to the poll, and about six'outtof very ten report-
ing aJavorible view

More than this, Some;,of the general psychological difficulties as-
sociated with the interview; situation in '48 seem to belesi operative,
It was quite,. common in '48 to obtain reports from intervIeweri, of
hidden Wallace vote which was not declared out of fear, of stigma
tion. There was evert;nn occasional report tfrn Of annoying conf

`between the names Truman anctThurrnond.
This general problem of evasion as in the case of the Wallace vote

and consequent response enor' does not seem so present now Only
spOradie difficulties are being reported. The interviewers are remark-
ing on the high level of respondent interest, the willingness to talk,
and' even the fact idle women, normally .-very apathetic in politicai-
polls, are alert and interested.

This would seem to be a brief account of the changes, or rather lack
of change in the interviewing aspect of the election polls since 48..
I am not implying that the polls have4made no changes elsewhere, or
that they should make none; they have, serious problems elsewhere,
and perhaps some minor ones in the interviewing field. But the prob-
'-ms that are ndst crucial seem to lie elsewhere in the research process

and the agencies show sound judgment in allocating more of their
energies in those directions.
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Trends in Public roll Poi ling Since 1948
and Their Tro le c

Electiou Predictions

DR. SAMUEL STOUFFER: I think that everybody in this audivence has
a serious professional stake in what the polls do in this election. Lets
not forget what some of our friends and critics who have no use for
psychometrics or for quantitative methods in general had to say in
1948, and how some of them tended to draw the conclusion that human
nature and human . behavior is intrinsically unpredictable. Hence, it
could be inferred we cannot even predict on an actuarial basis whether
people will do well in college on the basis of previous tests.

This type of attitude was one which was lusciously enjoyed by some
of our Colleagues in the humanities, and such distinguished scientific
journals as The New Yorker, the week after the 1948 election, came
out with choice statements expressing gratitude to the pollsters for
clouding up the crystal ball and expressing respect for the American
.public for tellibg -one thing to the poll-taker and doing the opposite in,
the viting booth. 43

I want to make a few brief points on the 'very large subject of how
the polls are handling the analysis of the data they are collecting4irst
of all, I want to say that I think the integrity of the major pollsters is
beyond question. I think they deserve a great deal of credit for courage
or behaving cautiously, because, it would probably be bettei from the.

standpoint of public reaction if they said they were sure that:Eisen-
hower was going to win or that Stevenson was going to win than to
hedge. But they intend to speak definitely only if they are convinced
that _tlieir data point that way; and their data are not likely to point
canclukvely enough one way or another to make it possible for Ahern
to make a definitive statement.

Why, is this likely to be the case, apart from the problems of sampling
and apart from the problems of interviewing?
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make has to do, with the peculiarity o( our
even the polls had been right on the but
callraothing;a-forecast-would have-teen

4.
gamble. Dewey had got about half a per cent more of the popular
vote; he .90111 have won thelectiori. No poll is going torbe that close.

Truman had received one per cent more`than he got; Truman would
havewon by an eleetoral landslide of four to one which' would. ha
been one of the most unprecedented electoral landSlides in Americ

tart' , That was because the vote was so close in all of the key states;
Therefore,At is quite clear that even if a poll is extremely accurate,

our electoral situation may Tone it impossible-to predict an electoral
vote with any precision at all Today the pollsters -are. the per)-
ple-that in every way they can :pSssibly do it But they didn't tell the
peopWthat enoUgh;in 1948. Some of them said it, but they just didn't
say it strongly enough. Now they ate sayik it, and oecourse ethers
are laughing and saying, 'Veil, the pollsters are just not going to take
any chances." Actually, of course, if was relatively easier in the Roose-
velt period. There is a good reason why it was easier, and that was
shown by the, fact that the p011s in the Roosevelt elections showed 'a
relatively sniall,..nuinber of undecided voters. People pretty well knew''
what theilhought about Roosevelt. He was either the great hero who
had saved the country and later-,the world, or bd Was "that man;" and
the number of People:who probably made up their minds during, the
campaign; was relatively small. There was not much evidence or
fluctuations after the first of September!,

The 1448 election represented something very different indeed. There
was a large number of-undecided voters -twice as large, the polls them-
selVes'shoW,- away back in September, 1948, as compared with earlier
elections, but experts did not take it too serial*. Previous studies of
the undecided voters showed that they tended to go about like the
rest- of voters did; hence the tendency was to neglect the undecided
voter:

The other thing that Was neglected was the possibility of some last-
minute. changes in the attitudes. The 1952 election has followed a
,course up to, I would say,' a week or ten. ago; according to the
polls, that :is very similar to the 1948 electithn. You - -have. a big start;
apparently: -for Eisenhower gradually being dwindled' away,,, and. then
youOonlo to toclay-7.-4- days before the election. Now at this point,
what is going to hapven?.7This has the 'pollsters tearing their. hajrand
they are making very careful polls 'this week trying to see whetlitkor
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not there is any evidence of a very sharp pro-Democratic trend which
happened in the last week or whether the difference in the campaign
procedures this year, particularly the Republicans' efforts to. maintain
their momentum to introduce the Korean issue with all the power
they know how, will prevent any trend towards Stevenson from con-

tinuing.
One cannot make empirical generalizations with confidence that

what happened in one election necessarily will be repeated in another.

Definite Eisenhower

Leaning Eisenhower

50-50

Leaning Stevenson

Definite Stevenson

FIGURE I

Probability of Voting

Almost
certain likely no

not to vote to vote 550

[72]
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But if the trend for Stevennon continues, tf e pollsters realize that they
couldbe facing on election morning a figure which shows the'two can-
didates Abut fifty-fifty in the popular vote. If, howevei, the trend does
not continue, the election will probably show,Eisenhower with a mar -
gin° of popular vote, which itill-doesn't mean he necessarily would win
in the electoral vote. ,,

This year the Fuglsters have soughteekplicitly to take into account two
different kinds of uncertainty which enter into responses. These are-
illustTatgd as variables in Figure I. On the horizontal axis :e' have
varying degrees of probability of vetirt. On the vertical axis we have
varying degrees okenthusiasrn for the candidates.

Now th% polls can fiji in ,each cell with frequencies: If y7m cut the
horizontal axis somewhere near the middle, on the assumption that
only the more probable half of the voters will v940, you can qonsoli-
date all the frequencies to the right of the cutting point and come up
with a fibre as to how the probable voters are leaning. But in the
middle of the vertical dimension" are a block of `votets who haven't
made up their minds. We can ignore them And base our, estimate on
the two upper'and tWO lower tiers %we can make some assumptions
about them. In 1948 people in the mindle blocks voted for Trurna,n

.

but it is not safe to assume they will vote Democratic this year, even
though their characteristics are Dernocratic.!`

And there are additional complications. Many 9..f, those leaning
tow d Eisenhower are normal Democratic voters sdit4e of whom fay
the are for Eisenhower butprefer the Democratic Party. Will they
vote for Ike? Such people in f948 Iklio said they were going to vote for
Dewey tended to swing back into the Democratic eAmp in the last
week or two this time they may mean wIL_I they say: But we cannot,,
be positively sure and that is why tht pr coat caution of the pollsters

,..is eminently justified.
Finally, I want to say a word or two about one of the frost important

things that the pollsters are doing, and that has to do with the analysis
of the cross pressures which are present in this election. I am sure
that you and L.#gree that prediction particularly predicting a national
election, is .a- Pretty dangerous tlitrtg and it can have ii
effect. On the other hand, the polling data with all its intrinsic errors,
represent the very best information which we have about the trends in
public opinion and about the ways in which issues impinge on various
classes of our population.

I think we can be very confident from what the polls have told us
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that the majori4y of voters,"in this electionwe-can have five or tee per
cent error wid still be all right on thisreally think they would person-
ally be better a f the Democrats won the election. I think we can
also twist what t llsters tell us when they say the rnajoritylif voters

the Republieans.fan handle such problems as Communism and

ption betteettian the Demodrats. You have people in basic con-
who think thakpersonak they would be better off if the Demo-

cratOorn, and thVy doe pot like' the Communism and 'corruptiort

business. Irish Catholics are a very good exarnplo, Aneso the polls

provide d which make it possible to take Irish Catholics who say
they are going to vote for Stevenson, Irish Catholics who sny they are

Ong tcfvcfte r Eisenhower, and examine by correlational procedures .. q
.

response to a variety of questions, including some open-ended
stionton what they think are the most important issues. Thee variety

of questions asked will give us a better picture than any other proce.

are
_

dure knowizis to how those, issues impinge on various segments of*uch

, a population. It won't prove anything in terms of causation, but I
,,',, think we can niakeninferences from it Clint are safer than any other

kinds of inferences would be.
I do not want, howexer; to sell therpredictign element short. In spite

of all the difficulties involved in this Matter, I think one can say smile-

thihg with a good deAl of confidence about the directions in which the-

vote is leaning in certain states, and that may be useful too. I like to
look upokthis kind of prediction as'a little like the job of the Weather
Bureau irv-ilis longer range foreAsting wtere it J is forecasting the'

: weather foi4be 'week-end at he beginning of the week. Now, the
Weather Bureali is going ttinake'rnistakes; it will make serious mis-
takes. It is makino. its predictionslin terms ofprobability. It has a job

g to ekeate the public to realize that these answers aren't deft:
,,ni Veht thht they Tioresent a probability-statement which, is germ- 4
inejy betteb than ,;the guesses made by somebody who sniffs with his

, rtose and feel,,otirthe weather. The only tknible is that the public has
been miteducated to some extent and expects the Weather Bureau
to say-,that there is fling to be exactly 2.4 inches of rain or 1.2 inchesiff
of --rap. Thal kind o

a
prediction the pollsters can't make. But I have

4.

got a good Al of congdence thatspolling proepdures are going to be-
,

come more and more acceptable and that ther47,will be public support
for the improvernenbrif the procedure for r have -confidence in the
integrity of the pollsters, :..
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Techniques for the Development f
Unbiased Tests

IRVING LORGE

DIFFEREJNCE OR BIAS IN TESTS OF INTELLIGENCE

FROM TIME to time scientists need to reappraise the concepts of their
science, their methods of measurement, and the application of their
knowledges for the general good. Psychologists, during the nature-
nurture controversy, have had to reevaluate not only the concept of
intelligence but also that of 'environment. For more than fifty years,
they have been revising the meaning of intelligence, the various tests
and procedures for its estimation, and more especially, the implications
of the evidence frbrn tests for. the understanding of children and their
achievements. And, of course_ have critically reviewed the ap-
plicability of general, and special intelligence, tests for the selection,
classification and guidance of individuals.

Psychologists, as well as educators in the fulness of time may feel
obligated to the authors for:Intelligence and Cultural Differences."
For again, they have asked them to reconsider the meaning of test
intelligence. As contemplated, the book has motivated anew serious
reexamination of intelligence and of intelligence-tests. Perhaps the
authors, too, intended that some psychologists should become emo-
tionally disturbed by the use of "differences" in the title in contrast
with the use of "bias" within the text. Such feelings of disturbance
may arise when such psychologists think of bias as some procedure by
which some person-With malice aforethought" consciously prejudices
a method of measurement to support an unfavorable (or favorable)
opinion about persons, things or ideas. Few objective psychologists
report "differences" for the purpose of proving a bias or a dispari
Most studies of individual or of trait differences, beginning with Dalton
and ippluding Eells, have provided the, evidence that measurable dif -
ferences between groups exist. In test-intelligence, in particular,
whether general or specific, differences have been found between
groups classified by sex, and by age, and by education, and by
geographic brigin, and by occupation of father, and by culturat back-
ground, and by socio-economic status. Indeed, differences have been
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found in test-intelligence between groups classified by body-type, and
by physical health, and by personality structure, and by nutritional
status, and by family unity. Such reported differences from tests of
intelligence have made test-makers as well as test-users increasingly
aware of the multiplicity and intricacies of factors related to test per-
formances of individuals and of groups. Not only are differences
affiliated with groups, bilt they are affected by environment. In-
adequate stimulation, within deprivational environments, may affect
perforMance negatively. Indeed, we cio now recognize the interactions
of heredity as endowment and environment as opportunity for each
maturing individual. Children, who during their early years, are de-
prived of linguistic, and of social, stimulation, as a group, do poorly
in test-intelligence, and indeed, often are inadequate to cope with
the range of adjustments the environment demands. The fact of
'clifferences7 is well-established: test performance reflects the specifics
of environmental opportunities of training, of experience, and of
stored achievement.

Test-users, have been instructed, over -and over again, that an in-
dividual's test score must be interpreted always in light of an under-
standing of the variety of factors and conditions tha re related to
measures of intellect. Psychologists have provide0 no tive dad for
a variety of groups because they know differences in test performance
are related to sex, age, grade-placement, and socid-econornic status.
Furthermore, they have cautioned that a child's motivations and pfsi-
cal well-being do influence test performances. , .1

Inevitably some users of tests neglected to profit from the tutelage.
They wilfully treated test scores as absolute determinations about
individuals, or, even, groups. Others,' of course, failed to appreciate
fully the range and interaction of circumstances that affect test-per-
figmance. To overcome 'such perversity and such ignorance, some
psyclpmetricians tried to be quit of the bins of the test-user by at-
tempting to elin2inate the differences from the tests.

Usually, the attempt to make an unbiased test of intelligence is an
attempt to reduce some kind of group difference to zero, For instance,
it is well-known that .boys and girls (and men and women) perform
differently on tests of verbal,,and of numerical! content and process.
For fear that the biased opiltion that women are superior to men
should predominate, psychometticians, for upwards of a half century,
have reduced "differences' byiadditiqic:,All of us are fully aware that
to overcome the obtained verbal superiority of women, the test-maker
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adds a sufficiency of numerical reasoning items to make the average
total score of men eqtial that of 'women. No difference, ergo, no bias.
Fortunately, there still are,clifferences,between the sexes.

Partial justification; indeed, does exist for such a procedure. In
general, a test-score that is based on a .composite of many 'kinds of
intellectual prOcesses and contents does "give valid (and' reliable)
estimates about most person's potentialities for success with fhe kinds
of ideas and skills, taught' in schools. The emphasis should' on."rupii":
many, however, may be misappraised. because a score from many'
different tasks Will fail to reveal the facts about differences within th4.
individual's mental organization, and hence, by extension, fail to give
information about differences in the mental, organization of different
groups. Of course, to apply Calten's suggestion of apprtising many
shafts" does require more time than most test users are willing to

expend. For practical purposes,,then, psychometriciang have' accepted
either Binet's theory 'about the unitary character of intelligence, or
Spearman's 4eihonstration of the pervasiveness of "g." The .consequent,
acceptance of the single index of mental-age; or intelligence Adotient,
or an intelligence score led to expectations that these scores were, the
absolutes about a person. They are not The ,results of factor analysg
have proved the need for the measurement of different aspects, cif in- -;,.
telligent functioning; Basically, differential aptitude teSts,- attempt ,to
measure "differences". as 'differences.

The measurement of "differences," however, is both costly in test
construction and expenglv in testing time, so that the single-ndex
score will exist for some time to come. It must be recognized', that
most, if not all so- called unbiased tests of intelligence are s
index appraisals.

Another method for attempting to produce an unbiased
is to try to reduce group differn,& by subtraction. Esse
of adding items tb,conceal a,diff6reuce, this method r
that produce the difference. The research reported in In
Cultural Differences" deals with a technique for diseolier
of items in sonib current tests of intelligence that differen
some socio-economic groups. Ells ;' as a matter of fact
significant relationship between measures of social and eco
and measures of intelligence. Hp iriealized agIcareful wo
fore him, that, .eri average, the test-intelligence o
lower socio-economic status scores wasjower an that_ o
tatiis wa _higher_ fact of socia-econom fferenees
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telligenec is reconfirmed. The implications of those facts, too,
to the developinent of social inventions to reduce the env]
differentials which may affect the test performance of the k
economically less privileged. Indeed, the full history o
educational lekislation and practice from the "Old Delu
the contemporary requirement of compulsory schoolin
lustrates the dynathics,of democratic social engineering.
co-workers, however, took a different view of the facts.

They, apparendy, assumed that the individuals in the v
economic ,stratifications were equal in intelligence. Hence
erences were found, it must be the test or some kind
that produtes the differences. Thus was created the lo
difference, ergo, bias. In avoiding the one horn, psy
inevitably be embarrassed on the other. In facing the a
ever, educators and psychologists must be aware of
the procedure. Eells, having established that di
test-intelligence between groups that they assigned,
strat4.proceeded to select two samples at either e
score range, namely, children of old Amerien stoc o

Ssifiectas of very high or very low status by the credit
posite Index of Status Charadteriities' He;then, mark'
of 4,large portion of the tasks in to severi teli
the individuals in each extrerde had taken: Since the media
of correct-re

the
the

establigted
differ

groups h

ks for the High Status group was about Sle
s group' was about 70, it must follow thatk-
favor the .Nigh Status groups fit d ea, was

he analysis. The interesting halingis that
rites in item performance between tl= @iii thtus

"a direct relation to the form in which the
item is 0 pressed." The High Status grout is Gist on verbal
items, but the gradient of difference becomes id less for items

ased on meaning umber 'combinations d approaches zero
for items involving' ctures, geometricAdesign, a d stylized drawing.
Apparently; the discoverry of such a sytnbolisni difference suggests
thatiaculture-faialest could* made of those tasks that minimize
verb 'I processes Mid that fWer_ those ttifiriiNquire the manipulation
of atunbersilgeometric designs and piet(k4Slub a test of such tasks,tr\zvit64 .-,,.
of course, can be made- 'if it were, 1-'would it measure? ft
seems excessively trustful to ort reliance only on such items that fail
to distik -h between demonstrably different; atus groups. Some

k ...
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criterion about intellectual functioning, other than the one that the
items make for no diversity, seems, at least, a psychological prere-
quisite. Certainly, within each extreme, variation in test performance
must have been symptomatic of intelligent behavior that, to a very
large degree, was a consequent of differences in ability or aptitude.

If such an unbiased test were pr.oduced by subtraction, it neither
would be g test of intelligence nor would it give any evidence about
the impact of status or culture on test performance. Certainly, Fells
and his co-authors had methods available for item selection that would
have maintained some relation to a criterion for intelligent functioning
while minimizing the impact of status or culture. At least, partial
correlation would have led to the making of a culture-fair test without
losing the appraisal of intelligent behavior. At best, Eells' method
could produce a testbut it would be a matter of conjecture as to what
such a test measures. Clearly, the evidence from the many so-called
non-verbal and non-language tests suggests that what they measure is
different from what is measured by the so-called verbal tests.

Of course, the administration of the same verbal test to groups
maturing under different language experiences would favor the group
for whom the test language was their own vernacular. Test scores from

a verbal intelligence test designed for Chinese would certainly put
some Americans at a 'disadvantage. Indeed, not only will groups per-
form differently if they are separated widely by their languages but
also if they have developed different cultural attitudes and values. Many
psychometricians have endeavored to produce tests which are culture-

free. From the days of Army Beta, attempts-to remove the differences
attributable to culture have been ingenious although not fully success-
ful. To the long line of such tests, including Dodd's International
Group Mental Test, Cattell's Culture-Free Intelligence Test, Spear-
man's Visual Perception Test, and the Multi-Mental Non-Language
Test, should be added Rulon's Semantic Test of Intelligence. Each one
of these ventures to achieve an unbiased test by substitution. Since
the fact of different cultural and linguistic background prohibits the
use of the, language of any one group or a language common to all .

groups, the test-maker attempts to appraise intellectual. performance
by the manipulation of objects, or of pictures, or of designs or of
numbers. The tasks, set by the psychologist, require intelligent be.
haviors of perception, selection, generalization, and organization. In
cross-cultural comparisons, however, differential experience with
pictorial representation, for example, may significantly influence the
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way the tasks are perceived, the specifics are selected, and the way
such aspects are restructured. Some of you, indeed, may remember
the non-language item in the iu-my Non-Language Test. The task
was to cross out the picture that did not belong with the other four.
Chinese inductees, inv bly, viciously and erroneously crossed out
the illustration of a rising s because of its symbolism for them.

Rulon's new semantic test should prove i;ltimately to be a fruitful
lead. In essence, it sets the sk of learning" to associate a geometric
symbol for a concept ge ralized from a number of drawings of
worldly events., The process involves the acquisition of a symbolic
glossary which is tested by eequiring the subject to show hig mastery
of the glossary not only as individual signs but also in combined.
semantic and symtatic organization. Involved in the task of learning
the gloSsary and in demoAstrating mastery ()vex it, is the additional
one for the subject to infer what he is to do. Basically, the kind of
learning is somewhat like associating a Chinese ideograph with a
concept generalized from several pictures. In contrast with the more
extensive spoken or visual vocabulary, the Rulori glossary approach
involves very few signs, meanings, and syntactical patterns. Under such

limitation, the process differs in complexity from the more usual tests
of verbal intelligence. Rulon, indeed, finds that the correlate between
Stanford-Binet mental ages and the score on the Semantic Test ofIn-
felligenee is very low for a constrained sample of feebleminded dia-

.dren. One reason, but not the only one, may be that the processes
tapped by the Semantic Test are quite different from those appraised°

by the Stanford-Binet. The added evidence contrasting the relation of
school achievement with the Semantie Test and with the Stariford-
Binet supports the belief that the two tests are not measures of the

same functions.
Test-makers apparently have tried to eliminate bias from the ap-

praisal of intelligence by covering-up group differences, by eliminating
tasks that make for group differdnces, or by 'substituting different
processes in evaluating groups. Do such procedures really remove
the bias from the measurement of intelligence? My answer is No.
They do reduce, of a certainty, the amounts ds of informationamounts

test performance of separable grot s. Scientifically, however,
ignorance of difference is a costly way to produce unbiased tests of

intelligence, ,

The objective psychologist cannot fail to see the reduct~i© ad absur-

dum of making unbiased tests of intelligence. For instance, following

[81]
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implications of Eells' procedure and findings, a test involving
manipulation of -numbers, geometric designs and stylized drawings
will probably favor men and boys. Will it Then be necessary to select
from such items the few on which women and girls will be equal to
men? And if this be accomplished, should only those items on which
endomorphs make performances equivalent to ectomorphs be retained?

There can be little doubt that among some kinds of groups differ-
ances do 'exist. As a matter of fact, the wide rang_ e of general and
specific tests of intelligence has made it possible to establish much of
the available knowledge of differential psychology. Not only has the
awareness of such differences led to the emergence of a more adequate
Understanding of the relative advantages and, limitations of intelligence
tests but it also has increased our appreciation' of the significance of
difference in the understanding of children as individuals, and in
groups. In a democracy, such as ours respect for difference as differ-
ence is necessary. Them is no virtue in de itloting instruments so_
blunted that they decrease the amount of information. Perhaps the
best method for reducing bias in tests of intelligence is to use them
with the full knowledge that endowment interacting with opportunity
produces a wide _range of differences. Appraisal of the variation of
different" kinds of intellectual functioning requires many kinds of tests
so that the ifferences can he utilized for the benefit of the individual
and for th . good of society. Intellectual functioning certainly does
involve h ability to learn to adjust to the environment_ or to adapt
the envi nment to individual needs and capacities by the process,
of solving problems either directly or incidentally. Such a concept
recognizes a variety of different aptitudes for success with different
kinds of problems. The full appreciation of the variety of aptitudes
and the development of adequate methods for appraising them, should
in the long run ultimately lead to the production of enough informa-
tion to eliminate bias.

A's the psychologist develoPs tests to measure mastery of different
contents and processes, he will obtain the evidence about the in-
equalities of opportunity for maximum development. With such in-
formation, the psychologist, in cooperation with educators and others
interested in social amelioration, will try to make those social inven-
tions which will allow all in our democracy to have an equal op-
portunityvfor maximum development of their potentialities. The full
utilization of such social inventions and social engineering will not
eliminate the established fact that there will be differences among
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individuals and between groups. When differences are reduced by
the advantages of opportunity, the credit will be to the tests that
showed their existence. Difference'as difference is not bias, but the
information about it will lead to-the gradual disappearance of some,

kinds of bias.
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e t pies for the Developme _t of.
Unbiased Tests

PHILLIP

A SEMANTIC TEST OF INTELLIGENCE

NON-vERBAL TEST@ of intelligerkce have never been satisfactory. The
have not correlated well with verbal tests ©f intelligence, nof with
success in intellectual or academic endeavors.

In the case of many non-verbal tests, the intellectu operation called
for does pot seem to be the same as that called f in academic or
intellectual pursuits. (

The distinction between the usual Verbal test and the usual non
verbal test is not so clear when easy items are considered, as when
more 'subtle or difficult items are examined. The -strictly non-verbal
tests of the past have by and large retreated fran_the-dunction they
were hying to get at whenever theyo,vere made di It cult enough to be
useful in selecting 4 few of the more able members of the population
tested.

The problem '\undertaken by the present investigators was to de-
velop a testing technique which would be free from the more or less
glaring shortcomings of the usual non-verbal test, and at the same
time be free from some of the commoner defects of verbal tests.

The following defects in the typical rko-n:-ATrbal test were regarded
as worthy eavoidance:

1. In the administration of some non-verbal tests, verbal instrgctions
are employed to tell the examinee what is required o

2, The 'examinee materialpresented with. novel aterial whie eprives
him of the opportunity to exhibit any use he may Walk made of
opportunities to make ordinary observations of the surroundings
in which he has lived.

3. 'A timer limit is sometimes imposed which renders the non-xerbal
test a s _pci test rather than a power tot.

4 Some n verbak.trs require the Manipulation of concrete b-
iecfs, sue as bloc s, marbles, or other simple familiar things.
It is hard to contrive items making use,of these materials such
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that the items are di cult n the sense ordinarily tinders d'by
intellectual Moil

5. Some non- verbal- req a the reading of symbols sich as
Arabic digits) which may be non - language strictly speaking, but
which are nevertheless associated with the use of language in
our culture:.

non-verbal tests require a verbal response from the ex
arnmee.

7. Some non-verbal tests, such as form comparisofit tests, put a
premium upon visual perception almost to the extent of teward-
ing visual acuity: the difference which. the subject is required
to detect between two geometrical figures may be, so minute,*
to present essentially a problem of visual acuity.

The deficiencies. in certain verb-al tests which were regarded as
particularly to be avoided include, the following;

1. Some verbal tests give an advantage, to personS from 'certain
cultural backgrounds, reardless of the language employed. That'
is, the content is more familiar to persons 'from one culture than
tb Ouse from another.

2. Some verbal tests require an exhibitiszi of previously acquired
knowledge, rather than testing a skill necessary for accomplishing

. a new task
3. Some verbal tests are essentially speed tests.
4. Some verbal tests allow a free response which causes scoqrig

difficulties,
5. Some verbal tests put a premium upon the examinee's facility

with his native language.
as the purpose of our work to derive a non-yerbal test technique

which would be, acceptable on general grounds, and be free from as
many as possible of these undesirable characteristics.

The work was conducted to the Harvard Graduate School t, Educa-
tion under a contract between slieTresident and Fellows of Harvard
College and the United Rat- 4 fn rent, represented by the Per-.

sonnel Research Section of onnel Research and Procedures
Branch of the Personnel Bureau' of lto. Adjutant General's Office, De-

partment of the Army.
The manner in which we have attacked this problem can be seen

best, I think,by your now opening your test booklet to the left-hand
inside page. This page pretty closely parallels the first- edge of our
42-page test booklet as it is new arranged. In giving the test, we make
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motions indicating that the symbol at the top goes with the fiveapic,
tures. Motions then indicate to the examinee that the first symbol
in the exercises is identical to that in the definition above: This is done
without saying. anything. Searching motions 'among the five options

the first exercise terminate in locating the COW WALKING in the
third 'option. Motions of Amparison beteen this picture and the
fourth ic etur latove and'ilso motions of comparison betWeen the
symbol at the 1-iand the symbol, above terminate in the examine/ifs
drawing 1a circle around the third octagon in the first exercise. Why
don't you now dm* a circle around the third octagon in the first
exercise.

Similar mations of comparison terminate in the examiner's circling
the fourth option in the second exercise. Suppose you now circle the.
JUMPING COW at that place. The motions are again repeated, still
withOut saying anything, and the first octagon is circled in the third ...

exercise. I suggest that you circle that STADING COW and then
go svith the rest of the page as our examinees are encouraged to de.

On the adjacent right-hand page your.will find a lay-out very much
like page 13 of our 42 page test booklet. You will see that the symbols
at the left alternate between COW and _JUMPING. For the first
exercise we. make motions indicating the sikdarity between the
symbol in the exercise and the righb-hand tymbol above, and then
make searching- motions the five options which terminate in
the second option.Motions of comparison betsyeep this picture and
the WOMAN JUMPING in the glossary abo:rp skermintite in the
examiner's drawing a large circle around the sedond option in the
'first exercise.. Ire the second exercise motions of comparison are made
between the symbol and the COVViyiabol above, and searching mo-
tions among the options terininats in the fifth option. Motions of eorr-
parison between this option.and tVWALKING COW agove terminate
in the examiners drawing a largetircle around the last option in item
2. Similarly in the next item the fourth option is circled by the ex-
aminer, after which the examinee is encouraged to circle the ap-

. propriate options on the rest of the Page: Suppose all of you go ahead
and do that at this tine. .

So far we have been engaged in-a relatively simple intellectual'
operation which may be identified as a digit- symbol substitution
exercise, except you may have noticed that in the second exercise
on this page the WALKING CO* was a mirror image of the one
in the definition. Furthermore, in the third exercise, the JUMPING



-
CAT was not the same J CAT as e.glossary e
In the flea exercise-that is the fourth on -you circled a jumping
animal which was not shoWn at ait..in the glassary-TorJUMPI&G. In
marking that exercise you must haVkabstraeted the-oniiicePt of JUMP-
ING from the actions shown in the glossary at the fop. You couldn't
have_ marked thatinnsivet by a sill-1131e digit-Symbol ,substitution.

the back page of your booklet I 'have show& you t happens
on page 24 of our 42-page booklet. In dealinewit t 43: rst item, the

'examiner must here make two sets of motions of qvm?arisoni By such
motions he shows that the first symbol agrees with the COW, symbol
above, and the secondoymbol agrees with the JUMPING symbol -
above. The searching motions, among the options terminate with
option 4. Then motions of comparison are used between this option
and the JUMPING COW at 'the top left, and other motions of com-
parison between this picture and the JUMPING COW at the upper
right. Thqse motions terminate in the examiner's eirclinvhe jumr1N6
COW in the fourth option.. In the .next exercise similar ;notions of
comparison tdrrninate in the examiner's circling the first option. If you
Will circle this option, and in the next item circle the .second option

ter comparing the symbols, I will then turn you loose on Your own.
I have a few more, remIrks to make after all of you complete the

exercises on this page.
As you may well.suppose, the rat step is to introduce threersymbol

sentences, suet' as MAk BEATS HORSE pr HORSE DRAGS BOY
Or BOY BEATS MAN. The highest level to which we are now going is
to the four-symbol sentences such as WOMAN KICKS DOG LYING
DOWN or MAN. SEATS. -MAN RUNNING, and the like.

I am sure you must have got the idea by this time why we called it
the Serpntic Test of Intelligence. What we have done is to. imitate
in aipon-verbal test the semantic relationships presented in the typical
low -level verbal intelligence test; that is to require the subject to ,

associate an arbitrary symbol with a worldly referant, to indicate his
mastery of this association, and then to combine these symbols into
groups in which the relaships between the symbols in each gfoup

, , .

are semantic or syntactical relationships.
In order to avoid putting a premium upon urban culture or a

of schooling, it was decided to use as worldly referants only the a
.verbs, and objects 'familiar in all western cultures, even the mist
primitive. These were felt to be sex differentiation, the young of the
species', and dorneiticated animals, as far as the, nonAriatives Were
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.concerned, and simple objects like bowls, stools, trees, etc., ;iii addi-
Lion to men, women, children, ruidwommon animalsfor the objetts of
tian0tives. For intransitive verbs the most universal actions were used

anding, walking, running, jumping, sitting, and the like. For transi-
verbs again the most primitive. operations upon objectives were

employed: puphing, dragging, lifting, beating, chasing, leading, etc.
The test isinon-verbal to the extent of being administered' without

any word in any language ing spoken by anyone.
The appearance of Vali ofil the material is not merely superficial,

tty

4 since the operations required of the examiqb are the simpler linguistic
or semantic operations, not Est operations thought up for the purpose

,.- of constructing a test. operations are undoubtedly related to14.4.....
e operations of reading in any language.
t has been found possible to construct a test of substantial difficulty

w eh -does not seem to offer any reward for visual acuity or iiure
visual perception.

Also At seems possible now to produce such a test. using such, ma-
terials as not to give any advantage whatever to the Northern child
over 'the Southern, the white over the colored,, or the time-server in
wool over the bright youngster with less ichooliieg.

a.
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,4n I oup my comments around four points:
'belieVe to be the theoretical, scientific conceptual model,

cal.foundatiOn, on which the test coristrut6on business
has deVeloped and thrived in '.fulierida;-

2 -Some of the blind alleys and pitfalls 'we have been led into by
the use of 'an inadequate and outmoded conceptual model;

8. Some spec& research findings which be4t on thetopic of bias
in intelligence tests; and

4. 4ome con_ siderationi w1411 must be taken into account if we are
to make any real progress toward a meaningful solution of the
problem of develeping "unbiased tests."

T -I
V

About three -decades ago, the testing movement sank its tap root
into the fields of education and. PSychology, This proved to be fertile
soil since these groups, at the time, were first and foremost anxious
to bescientific,- objective, and quantitative. The influence of men like
Thorndike and Watson was at high 'noon. Most of Thorudike's genius
was devoted to activities which involved pioneering in areas where
experimentation and quantification could be applied. Watson's recently
formulated Behaviorism attempted to flush out of American psychology
all of the subjective, conscious cogniave.processes, and set up the
dictum that only behaviors, which could be observed objectively were

rthy to be legitimate data for the science of psychology.
these, schemes, the subject was considered the equivalent of an

ndent, isolated, physicalistic machine; the experimenter im-
stimuli which in turn elicited responses. This machine could

thu1i manipulated and its characteristics studied by the psychologist,
miicli as the physicist studied physical phenomena in his laboratory.
The task of the scientist was to control (and measure) stimuli and other
environmental conditions, to observe (and measure) responses, and to
determine the relation. between the two The role of the scientist was
that of a dens ex machina, equipped with an inelastic "foot-ruler."
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Complex, adaptive behavior was seen, in'this setting, as conglorneratets
of simple elements, whether they were called "nel connections"
or "conditioned reflexes." Such were the psychologist's atoms.. Given
enough of them, and in the right proportions, j had whatiormas'called,
for example, "intelligence" (cf. 37).

Uncle; the influence of this philosophy cientific method and
ocedure the task of the intelli ence tester was vely easyall

he had to dO was to present stimuli (items) to the subject, and de-
termine the adequacy (some measure) of the subject's responses. But
Underneath all this was a more fundameutal set of ideas, namely those
which charaCterized the early nineteenth century physical sciences.
'These ideas were reflected directly or indirectly in the practices of
the early, and to a large extent the present, testing movement.

Loosely stated, some of the underlying assumptions of_ this con-
ceptual scheme which are relevant for our consideration. today are
that the phenomena to be studied were stable; that they were a
"closed system;" that the "closed system" functioned in a manner
analogous to Newtonian formulations of thermodynamic laws; that
the variables used in describing the phenomena were independent,
and quantitative in linear, unidimensional terms; and that these
variables or dimensions of behavior could be measured by the ap-
plication of some form of external "foot-ruler," which could be ap-
plied by any trained impartial observer who was remevad,from, and
was independent the phenomena being studied.

I will return to comment on some of these assumptions from time
to time But first, want to say that it is, too bad, and a little ironic,
that the educators and psychologists who saw their path. to scientific
respectability in imitating the physical sciences, imitated a conceptual
framework which was already discarded as inadequate by the very
discipline which developed it Clerk Maxwell had published in 1877
his Matter ?notion, the work which opened a new era in physical
science theory. But those educators-and psychologists whose thinking
and research were patterned after the classical model with which they
were familiar, were intent on being "scientific' at any cost, and the
cost has proved to be high.

S.
PART Ilb

What have been some of the effes on the Ott of intelligence test-
ing that resulted, directly or indirectly, from following e theoretical
model of classical physics? There have been seytal, I will limit
myself today t three major groupings; the conf n of problems with
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techniques; the confusion of facts with artifacts and the generation of
pseudo issues; and the reluctance to consider approaches which
deviate from orthodox theories and techniques.
I. The eanituricrn of problems withisehniques.

In a lucid discussion of this topic, Maslow (23) has listed several
consequences that result when the techniqueror means of invest

toTtfit-W-tin problems are con_tfriviththe mblems-thermil
Some of the consequences be lists are the tendency to lay stress on

`elegance, polish, and technique,- to uver-value quantification:in'
crirninately andas an end in itself, to fit problems to techniques rathm.
than vice versa, to develop an orthodoxy by,those 'Who use the Proper
techniques, which in turn tends to block the development of new
methods, to exclude many problems from the jurisdiction-ef science,,
nd to 'make scientists want to be "safe," !lather than daring and crea-
ive.

I think that examples of all of these trends or tendencies- can be
found in the history of the testing movement. Perhaps it was because
educators and mehologists felt so strongly the need to be 'scienfific,"
and at the time'had precious little else that held out such promise, that
they assumed that this would be a convenient escalator to scientific
status. In any case, they seem to have devoted their energies to the
development of the means or techniques, and have forgotten some-
what the basic problems they set out to solve. Indeed, in some cases,

.ey seem to have substituted the means or te.chniques for the prob-
erns themselves. In making this switch, they were sometimes criticized

that their tests did not measure intellectual potential after all; the reply
lies been that their tests did predict school achievement pretty welt,
They seem not to have questioned their purposes, but rather' to have
justified their techniques. But let us be more specific; let us consider
the kinds of concerns that have preoccupied test constructors, with
occasional illustrative references to our most esteemed test of intel-
ligence, the 1937 Revision of the Stanford-Binet. I am selecting it,
certainly not because it is more vulnerable to criticism than others,
but because' we probably know more about its standardization than
we do about any other test, and because various otherlests have used
it as their criterion of

The primary concerned most intelligence test constructors Can
likely be summed up in three -terms: item-difficulty, reliability, and
validity -and prob bly in that order of importance I have picked
these three terms manse they have formed the essential justificatinn
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for many tests of intelligence. Personally, however, I don't think they
are independent Concepts at all but I will .try to speak of them, -4

separa y, since they are supposed to be'kept separate.
Let e item-difficulty first. I believe that

ernes of the usual test-construction procedures, there is no
of establishin the true item-difficultY, since the

o a given item, or set of-Reins, is in practiadeThaed
`operationally' by the Flroportion of children of a given ehrono-.
lo ical age who pass it

us ptnnt may be clarified by bracing briefly some of the pro-
cedures used in test construction sand standardization as follows:
Let us assume that a test constructor finds it necessary to estab-
lish, first, that a given= proportion (e.g., 50 per cent) of thepersons
with a given CA pass an item with a given sigma; and,second, that
an item on an initial testing is found to be 'too easy; The test
Constructor in this case usually makes the item 'harder' by either
rescoring or rewriting it.*

In- rewriting an 4tem, two procedures are generally used to ac-
complish this desired purpose either (a) to make, the mental prob-
lem more difficult, so that more mental ability is required to solve
it, or (b) to retain the same mental problem, but change the form
of the item so that fewer children at a given age level pass it In
the latter case' this is done most easily and most oftenby
manipulating verbal, etc., factors in the item, usually by using,
more 'difficule--(i:s., esoteric, unusual, o? academic) vocabulary_ in
presenting the mental problem-to.be-solved, And, ecause of the
statistical definition of item-difficulty, it isl'not ssible to tell,
whether the mental problem really was more cult, or just
accessible to fewer of the children in the sfandaidization group
because of the unfamiliarit), of the vocabulary or other language
formr (17).

It is true .that by this procedure the mean mental age is raised for
the item, and that the sigma of the distribution may remain the same.

But this type of standardization procedure leaves several rather basic
questions unanswered. Let us consider two of them. First, we do not

ow what happened to the relative position of the individuals be-
tween the first and second distributions. Please bear with me while
I make the following assumption: Just suppose that on the initial

!. In group tests, which use a simple scoring method, the item is generally
rewritten and again tested, or it is discarded. In individual tests where more com-
plex scoring procedures are possible, rescoring as well 'as rewriting is used in the
standardization procedure. In the 1937 Revision of the

well_
for example,

the tests and scores were revised six times in order to obtain "proper distributions
for items on Form L of this test (36, p. 23)..
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testing for our hypothetical item there was no difference between the
performances'of low-status and.high.Status children, and suppose also t
that there .WaS tikd sipificant difference on the second- testing. The
shuffling of the le)a*.re position of individuals in the secopd case
would not be apiarent at all from the mean and sigma' of the second
distribution, arrived at by the procedure I have described, which is the

--:.usuaUtra.__Enihnimore,_1_strougly_sisat m such 'c6ses, Reim
are more often made -harder" than they are made "easier," probably'
because the floor of item-difficulty is set by the actual difficulty of the

mental problem-to-be-solv'ed, whereas the aPpaient ceiling of item-
difficulty can be raised easily by the 'introduction of such artifacts
as I have suggeited.

A second unanswered queStion shows how difficult it is fel' me to
keep "item-difficulty" and "validity" separate. It has to rio with the
queition of

"whether it is necessary, or even desirable, to oonfoand problem-
difficulty with vocabulary-difficulty in intelligence test items. One
reason for believing thatthese two aspects of an item often are
confounded is that for many intelligence, tests the vocabulaie
score usually has the highest correlation with the total test battery:-
(Terman and Merrill [36, P. 3021, for example, cite a set of such
correlations for single a_ ge 'groups which range from -.65 to .91,,
with an average r of 81 for their test) If problem'. and vocabulary-
difficulty are confo6nded (whether intentionally or unintention.
;ally), it highly unfortimaee in view of the knovtin differences in
the extet to which children 'from widely different sociirclasses
are expiased to the academic language permeating most current
intelligence tests. It seems apparent that the removal of a vOcab-
ulary-bias whi favors middle-class children does not lower item
or test validir, but indeed iiVeases the validity if one attempts
to measure problem-solving ability rather than vocabulary" (17).

The question of whether "vocabulary-bias which favors middle-

class children" is present in an item cannot be answered by the statis.
tician; it can only be determined on the basis of socio-an_ thropological

field research=
Next, reliability. I have difficulty in understanding clearly what

Besides being used as a measure of the stability of some phenomenon or be-
havioral characterisNe over a period of timewhich I have discussed herethe
term -reliability" is often used in other, and quite different, senses. These include
the homoge city of thtmneasures of some'partieular chziractcrisige within a person
or situatio eh are sampled at a given time and as the inddx0of the consistency
(or "objec of the scoring of a particular sample of behavior by two or more ,
persons or ds of evaluation.
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t by reliabilityperhaps bOcaus there are so many types of it. .

But I 1:19 :get the Pression that alniost while-of-thumb to say,
"If your testntestreliability leaves ou with a large .error showing, try
the split-half *loth- and then increase the reliability a itlittle more
by using the Spearman-Brown rohnula'

I am not entirely facetidlis in making this statement, because last
yearw&obtainedlooth_split-halLand testtretest_reliabilities on
known intelligence test The uncorrected split-half reliability was .97;
the test-retest reliability, after about sixteen months, was :677 (The
number of cases was 68) I will not mention the particular test, be-
cause I suspect this sort of thing happens with more than just this
one, and besides, the general problem, and not the specific case, is
the important thing for us to consider. In this connection, I would
like to me ion Gullikien's point in-Ch. 17 of his book on the Theory
oPMental Tests (16), namely that the use of split-half reliability on
speed tests, where the unanswered items are counted as being
correct, yields spuriously high reliability coefficients. The Stanford-
Binet test is`not open to.this criticism, but several others are

In the sense that reliability is commonly used what does it really
mean?- It makes sense to me, only in terms of the classical physical
science model, one assumption of which. Was that the object or
phenomenon under investigation remained stable. Thus, if you meas-
ured a lead-brick with a given "foot-rulerat one time, and if you
went back on a later occasion a.ncymeasured it again, and if our "foot-
ruler" gave you the same reading the second time you could s was
reliable; ybiir measuring instrument did not change. You assu ed all
along than what-you were measuring did not change. But _the obr
lems of measurement that we have to face are not only rime more
complex; they are in fact different. Ina sense,'for ns, the expe ter,
the test items, and the subject cannot be clearly separated er-
son who administers and scores the test must lie though
of the,"foot-ruler," not just the particular test alone.

The use of the classical model ifiattempting to measur
for example,- does not fit the fa0fe If we trt to use tits
,woulf have to say that many conditions (such as the subject's mo va-
'tions, ast experiences, attitude toward the examiner, the test situation,
and la ost (A others) change cliasticall)7 the size and shape of both
the of ject of isea urement a of the foot-ruler" that these latter terms
cease to have ing. Gullikseili referred to this problem when he
said that "a Si c ant coptiribution to item analysis ieory would be
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iscovery of item parameters that remained reliftively stable as
the item analysis.' groltip changed; or the discOvery p1 a law relating
the changes in, item parameters to changes 7n the group" (18, p. 392).

Rather than trying to make the aid system of measurement. work,
it might.be better if we would go back and examine our basic measure-
ment assurriptions, and modify them and our technical -procedures to

t o ruqiaL snouts of the-totalineasurtment-situation-as-ive-know-it:
to be

Finally,'Validity. The concept of validity has sometimes treated
even more eilsnally than ,reliability,' In looking through Measuring.
Intelligence (38), I found a reference.,to the fact that for the 1937 Re-
vision of the Stanford,Binet, items werdselected,:that experience had
shown to yield high correlations with acceptable measures of intel-
li en . I was unable to find a clear statement of the "acceptable

:uressof intelligence." However, Terman and Merrill .(38 p. 9) con-
si ered validity to be of primary importance in selecting test items.
Validity, tliey was judged by two criteria:

(1) "Increase in the percents passing from4one age (or mental age)
to the next, an4,(2) a weight based on the ratio -of the difference
to the standard error of the difference between mean age (or
mental. age) of subjects -passing, the test and of gnbjeets' failing it

'The use of such a weighting scheme was prompted by the,olvioes
advantage of being able to ,utilize the data for all of the subjects
-who were tested with a giVenitem"_ (p. 9).

These authors go on to point out- that

`Increase in peircents passing' at suce-R chronological ages
is indirect but not conchisive eviden of validity. Height, for
example,, increases with age, but is known -to be practically .un7
correlated with brightness. Increase in percentspassing by mental
age Is better, but exclusive reliance upon this technique prede-
termines that the scale based upon. this criterion will measure a -
proximately the same functions as4 that used in s etipg
mental age group? (p. 10).

-.Theseems a rather scanty justification' of validity, in view of the
great expenditure of time' and energy that went into the standardization
Of this test. McNemar late w some light on. the "validity" of the
Stanford-Binet. -He said t t e ultimate criterioi.of validity was
correlation with mental age or its equi0lent in point score on .the'

. composite of the two scale? (25, p. '4). In his PsjichoLogical statistics,
however, he says that "the correlation between two determinations is
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. . termed" the reliability coefficient" (28, p. 128). From such state-
ments it is nOt,olear to me whether a measure of Valk lity, or a measure
of ieliability, wktaused in standardizing this test.

But let us ietii-tn to the Stanford- Binet. Since the 1937 Revision was
1916-Revision (251-3), Irearl-Tennaffs'--

The Measurement, of Intelligenc1-03). Nowhete did I find any clear
statement of his validating pro iodure. Tiirman's assertions that the
validity of the I.Q. as an expression of a child's intelligence 4-tatus
follows necessarily from the similar distributions at the various ages" '`
(33, p. 88) did not entirely satisfy me, and his statement that "a test
which makes a good showing on this criterion Of agreement with the
scale, asi whole becomes immune to theoretical criticisms. Whatever

appears to be from mere inspection, it is a real rileasure of intel-
ligence" (43; p. 77) left me with the feeling that Terman was really
making a case for "faith validity." However, he did report the coiTela-

ellort. between the-I.Q. and teachers' estimates of the children's intel-
ligence, It was .48, which is both high enough and low enough to be
significaik That it is moderately high in so far corroborates the tests.
That it is not higher means that either the teachers or the tests have
made a good many mistakes. When the data were searched for evidence
on this point, it was found ; . . that the fault was plainly on the part
of the teacher!" (33, p. 75). The correlation between I.Q. and school
success was given in another source (34, pp. 104-6)' as being .45. This
correlation is not startlingly high, but in view of the great amount
of rather prosaic rote learning and recitation required in our present
public school curricula, I do not think it would be very flattering to a
test which purports to' measure an individual's complex, adaptive,
higher mental abilities if it correlated too highly with salvo] success.

There is another point that I would like to Mention with regard
to the standardization o( the Stanford-Binet. We are told that in both
the 1916 aleAsion (33, p. 5g) and the 1937 Revision (36, p. 15) "schools
of average social status were selected in each community." As we
know, this means middle-class schools, which are usually attended by
middle-class children. This is a rather serious sampling error, since
research has ,shown that the concomitants of social class, the range of
experiences, motivations, etc., in turn influence performance on our
present intelligence tests (e.g., 4, 8, 9, 13, 17, 19, 22, 32, 40). It is
analogous to the error that we would make if we wanted to determine
the social and emotional behavior of individuals of all ages up to
maturity, -and took an "average"- age sample, namely adolescents. It
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does not follow that they would be ttuly Fepresentative of either young
children or adults. The use of 'average schools" would have been a

.good sampling short cut the factors which influence intelligence test
performance were random_ distributed along a linear continuum of (
sticial status. Agaln;-whether-this-is-acorrett-asstimptioedumoF he --
answered by the statistician; such decisions must be based on socio-
inthropolOgical field work among virions social-status groups in our
society.

A further sampling problem in:_connection with the 1937 Revision
is seen in. the fact that Terman and Men -ill selected their standai-diza-
don groups from white, native -born children, and on the basis of census
norms for employed males in 1930 (36, p. 14). Even far this biased
criterion, tHey selected too many children from high-status_ and too
few from low-status families. The extent of the discrepancy for the
seven classifications used is indicated by a chi-square greater than 500.
Because of such sources of bias, W. L. Warner (38), on the basis of
his research on the differences in cultural behavior and experience
patterns of various social glass groups, estimates that the Stanford-
Binet should, on these grounds, be appropriate for testing fifty, or
perhaps even sixty-five, per cent of the children in our population.
2. Tie confusion of facts with artifacts and the generation of pseudo
ssues. , _

The history of intelligence testing in America has been fraught with'
a series of violently contested "issues." I would like to maluOsome
comments about the so- called "constancy of the I.Q_.'- although I might
also have chosen to speak of the "nature-nurture controversy." When
some people speak of Q. constancy, they assume that the person, be-in
Cause of his genetic heritance, is born with a given level of intel-
lectual potential, and for better or worse, it is his for life. It is even
more constant than, say, one's hair because one can dye, curl, or even,
lose his hairbut the I.Q. remains faithful to the bitter end. Terman
expressed this position in speaking of gifted children thus: "Their high
I.Q. is only an index of their extraordinary cerebral endowment. This
endowment is for life. There is not the remotest probability' that any
of these children will deteriorate to the average level of intelligence
with the onset of maturity" (33, pp. 102-3). It is this intellectual "some-
thing" thatis said to be measured by intelligence tests.

What is the evidence for this belief, even though many investigators
have found, or some investigators have found many times, that chil-
dren often do receive the same I.Q. within rather narrow limits, when
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tested-from time to time That i to say, when grourSS are retested
torn two to five "years j one can reasonably sure that their I.Q.'s

vary .nof more than*bout five point's in either di ection from eir
eviou.s score. Buttressed with such findings, it hi apparently hen
suined tiarsthecons the I s-th meat-for its

being determined by heredity' , p.
Now, let us look .behind the e "finngs" for a ent, an_d4

'they were obtained. If we test a retest average mid le class chit
from cla.ssrooms,-we can be almost certain that they co e from fai
that are stable in the neighbor ood, fnaintain a ce iri style of
and that the over-all parental aloes; their systems f retards and
punishments; their expectancies r their children, th e pe and range

riences of the child, the
dso onthat these co

test to retest. Thus, even i
ntelligince test performance, w

ects under such tonditicins,4.si
tiyely constant Some theories _r
who thraight his thermome
same reading, even though he
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quarter p century ago such Ft
present. would have been hailed
differences have'an hereditary bas
will not be regarded' as of 'cnicial s

strength of his desir
ditions will reniaip
environmental f ctoi
would not be
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emar's point is well
currui
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on of data s we -can here
proof that ° intelle Thal.

but at he presentitime these data
nificance in 'a field f controversy "'

(2:5, 13-
In short, I am suggesting tiat

artifact of how we obtained our dat
K:tions from such data generated an
much adrenalin, time, and energy.,

as de

e "constancy" may
n

have been .an
-and that unwarra ed generaliza-
issue" over which we spentrtoo

re are Other "issues.' that would
Probably all into the same class, nd social status is one of them.
I think that such Controversies4v uld cease to be of central import_ rice

if we knew more about the natur f e phenomena we re attemp g

to measure, if we were ..better able o formulate and a prebiate the
relevant parameters that concern wh' t we mean by "pr blem-solving
ability," and if we could learn ways ti cut through vario s aspects of
the testing situation- which are actual y irrelevant to ou basic meas-
urement purposes, but which can c ntaminate our tes items and
standardization procedures, and someti es have,
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Earlier in tkis paPer I 'questioned the long-range value of trying to
be too "donde" too oop, of setting out to develop tests that are ,
justified primarily in terms of their statistical characteristics, and that
may correlate with something. I have also stated my belief that the
test per se is only a measurement- with which e
must concern ourselves. These points will be touched upo later in
this paper. %

3. The reluctance .to consider approaches which devirite To orthodox
theories and techniques

This tendency is of Importance only in so far as it serves to impede
;scientific progress in the development of new ideas and knowledges.
From time to lime, ne., approaches to basic problems, or a questioning

the established "fade in a field, meet with rebuke or censorship.
S o alines they are justified and sometimes not, but th14 tendency
o every field (cf., 39, ch. 4).

In is connetion, I decided last week to check the reviews of the
book' Eels and others, Intelligence and cultural differences (13).
I was ab e to locate ten reviews in general scientific, psychological, and

h
sociologi- 1 journals. It was apparent at once that all of the reviews
except t e in the field of psychology were either mere factual re-
porting ofk the _,research and ideas, or vsly favorable, with such
lauditory statements as -the book. -might welfserve as 'a model for-
schlial science research" (24, p. 45); or this very important study will
be of great interest to psychologists as well as to social scientists,
particularly to those cone with constructing and giving tests"
(30, p. 209). The reviews in psychological journals were somewhat, less
enthusiastic.

could it be that our colleagues in other disciplines, such as sociology,
are `._not tufficiently familiar with the problems'of this field, or suf-
ficiently knowledgeable to judge adequately the value of such work?
Perhaps. Qf the reviews of this book in psychological journals that I
have seen, McNemar's criticisms were the most just, although his praise
for its value was barely audible. McNemar closed his rkview (27) with
the statement, "Fells, perhaps in tune with his Mentors, concludes that
'variations in opportunity for familiarity with specific cultural words,
objects, or processes, required for answering the test items seem . .

to be shc most adequate general explanation for most of the findings'
(p. 371). I _wish McNemar had seen fit to cite the following paragraph,
also on p. 68 of this book (13), which reads,
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I point tl-ds out because many aye only assu'ined that

the people at the University of o believe that the influence of

heredity is not reflected inPintelligence test seems. No one at Chicago

ever said that, but rather that our prese- 'piea.sure. a very great

deal besides hereditary potential.
Another instance of Telactance to adept the "Chicago tudies"

alto- to thy attention recently.when I learned that a resear report
from there was not aceeptol by the editdr of .a well-known 'cho=
logical publication. I. yas a little take aback to read, among other
things, the editor's coment as eollows: I gue?ss that s something

that troubles me most the fact that the implicatiens o is tudy are

so grossly different-from what its generally believed." comment,'

' although perhaps more revealing, is hardly more encouraging to
progress the the one of an editor' yvho allegedly said, tflere is your

paper, somebody wrete p.it." However, such a fi intiger ap--6
proach is futile, especi ly'iwhen the main stream of scientific thought
and methodology has long since gone it-Oat-lather direction.

. -.
PART III /2

It would be imposiible to ttempt here a s rver of the mass cif re-

search findings which bear directly or indix etly on the logic of bias
in our current intelligence tests. Such a stir/ iy would have to draw on
materials from such fields, for example, us sociology, anthropology,
psychology,"psychoanalysis, and education. It would have to deal with
the host of factors that touch on the hroad problem of 'how people
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orne ehave the way !they' do, and why. I will myself here

to only a token
are

,of ,the kinds of findings in the psychological
literature, that are obviously relevant to our plobleni., These include
the relation of the individuals biarly:leamings to his later behavior,
especially as they effect intellige ee: es pe ormanee-(1k-Chs.--
11), the role of learning tolearn in effective problem-sdIving behavior
(18), anerthe:role'of einatiestl or personality", disturbances, especially.
as they result in intelleetual malfunctioning (40).

I would, ,however, like to discuss some research findings which bear
more directly on the problem of bias in intelligence tests. This experi-
Ment is a partof a larger research' program_ that has been goingat
the University .of Chicago for seven years, under the leadershiP of
Allison Davis. The experiment I will discuss was **signed to investi-
gate experimentally some of the many, factors' which are known to be
culturally determined, and which influence, the performance of chil-
dren on our present intelligence tests. The factors which, it was felt,
could be studied realistically and controlled experimentally are
formulated in terms of the following experimental conditions: (a) social
status, (b) practice, (c) motivation, (d) the form of the test items, and
(e) the manner of presentation of the test items (17).

You have already been given a brief description of the major
variables and experimental conditions, the matching variables, the
coiltrol variables, and how the data were analyzed (See Appendix).
To save time, I will go directly to a summary of some of the major
findings of this experiment. They, are as follows:

L "The condition of Practice facilitated the gain in performa.nce of
the high-status children who took the Standard form of the
Retest, and the gain of the low-status children who took the
Revised Retest. I

2. "The condition of Motivated Practice interfered with the gain
in performance of both groups of children, who took the Standard
Retest; this was especially true for the high-status children.

3. "The low-status children, when motivated, did significantly better
on the Standard Retest tthan the low-status children not thus
motivated.

4. "Children from both social-status groups made much' greater
gains on the Revised, as opposed to the Standard form of the
Retest, with the low-status children showing the greater gain.

5. ''Some item-types (e.g., analogies, opposites, classification) can be
revised more easily than others (e.g., syllogisms) to reduce midi
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dle-class bias.' II-
-II

6 "Children from both social-status group§ performed better
.a Revised Initial Test than on the Standild-type'Initial Test.
"Hijh =statuaa ildren showed A slit' greater gain- when they ,

oo ti e s in h effkaffniallSilent) ma9nr, whereas .--=7--

the low-status children showed an additionalgain in perform'hnce
when the RevisedTest was als6 read aloud to them.

8. "The Initial Test and Retest of 40 items were riot given under -

strong pressure V time Many more children from both social
status groups passed the test items than one would expect from
the",standardization norms for these !Wins. '

9. "Even though the various experimental treatments and 63ndi-
tions influenced the retest scores of children in the twb social-
status groups - differentitdiy, when the effects of all Such treat-
ments and condition's were thrown together, there was no sig-
nificant difference betw6e A the two groups of children in their
ability to learn to solve intelli ence tesrproblerns.

P. "Children from both social-stibis -groups showed greater gain
in performance5when tested on tasks and under conditio s which-

were'relatively more-familiar to them.
11. "The mere revision of the test items was not in itself sufficient to '

reduce' the difference in performance between the hig atus
and low-status children. The marked discrepancy between the
two groups was only decreased When the conditions 'of Motiva-
tion and Practice we.re also presentthat is to say, when ,there
was also a decrease' between the two social-status'groupS in the
difference in their familiarity with, and motivation to do well
on, the test items.

12. "All of the statistically .signifidant differences attributable to the
conditions of Practic Motivated Practice, and MotiVnted Retest
occurred in connection with the Standard Retest. The Revised
Retest was not so ihfluenced by such conditions, which-are es-
sentially irrelevant to the measurement of mental ability, bur
which are in large part by the concomitants` of social?, .

statue (17). r
P . 4ART IV /

The mere existence of this' panel on unbiased tes s implies some
interest in the measurement of potOtial (e.g., for ab tract reasoning ..

or problem -solving ability), and some dissatisfaction with tests whose
,'essent justification is in terms of some criterion' of expediency.

.
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Furthermore, by potential, I assu_ e we mean first, an individual's
potential at the time of testing, ift;terms of lifitieorettcally m :al

rr'nability to perfo, rather than some hypothetical. innate, geetic
i potential, and second, that thefrole of social-status is one of the factors

lir -wi reetse evaluation ofpr4sentpotential.
e two broad levels on whiEL,Ave may approach the solution

of the problem of possible bias in 'tests which attempt to measure,
for example, intelligence.' One is the theoretical level, or how we

-'. conceptualize 'and formulate .our research problems. the ether is the
tectoical level, or what specific knowledges we should acquire, and
whatwhat steps le can and should take in ,attacking our problems, -I will

,disicas each of these levels briefly. _ .,
.The Level of Thiory. Fr & time to time this afternoon I have ma

tie Classical physical science 'conceptull model out to be a icapf-
goat, the source of all our ills. Some of you may say I liave carried this
point too farand I would agree with you. A more accurate statement
would be that if we had been more artid late about some of the as-
surriptions e have unwittingly mtide, w would have ceased to mat
them a on me ago. I really think our hief weakness has been th

.,.yre assu ed we were being "sfi6ntists because we performed so
of the scientific rituals, and, w asst. med °fir "facts" were valid be-
catre they were statefl in quantitati e to s. Others of you may say
that I have beeft urriusitked in seen ng s much time talking about
vague "theoretical .conicpp.ial schei es," at we have work to do, so
lets KO AO it. The :best reply I kn w to tills, position was made by
Einstein,nd Infeld, .ho said that "the formulation of a problem is

s often. *re dissential than its solidi Which May be mer4ly a matter
of mathematical or experimental ,s 1. To raise new questions, new
possibilities, to regard old problemi nfew angles, requires creative
imagination and makes a real adva ce in sciencq" (14, po,, 95). ..,

Franticly, Icd9...ilot know of any con e 1 model Bich is fully
/ articulated and appropriate for th fie o stiOA.Btit I think it is

clear tha the system we have bee usin s quite inadequate and in-
apppit.,ri te, as I have tried to poi t oup from time,to time this after-
noon. /;ie aps 'I can be more-exp y 'the use" of kn example which

is acimittedry exaggerated. It is a ase cited(1by Rbas"(5) of "a certain
psyehologist who asked a native f r Vie name' of his Mother. On re-
ceivingihe answer 'Whom do you mean?' he marked intelligence as

his own mother. The psyChologistzero, because the man did not k

. I
know 'seers, and all her parallel couSinsid not know that the mother,

k
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... , \
are designated hi the native language by,a sine-646.mi, and the s
eon did nRt_mlike it clear that the own mother was meant"

ample, differs .only in degree, Ft 1111%e, from many prag
ave existed in the administration and .intapretAion of

w- 5 ' `---/

In concluding this section 1 would like to say tha sinee the
Lobackewsky in geometry, Boole inZalgebra; Maxwell in physics
Sriernann- and Weiss in biology; more flexible, general; and
theoretical systfins have"been`develloped._ In looking through'
issues of the A,' A. A. S. publicatir Science, IrfoOnd. numb
papers which may give some Nelpful direction to our th n
field_. Some have to do with applications to such fields s phy4
and genetics. (12). But papers which I believe b ye ri
relevance to some of the problems that we are,confro techwi

,von Bertalinffy's discussion oil the concept of open systems
-(3) Bentlifs use of the an actional approach in tilt gen
t)f inquirF,(2),.and,a C

Iran
of three papers by Cantril, Ame

ain psye logy andand Ittelson scientific research (7).,Such a
seem to me worthy o our careful epnsiderati n, in the hop
may b us better to. formula our proble and look fo
hart fin more fundamental so 'on to th

They 1,e1 of Prnctice,* What do e mean by bias?
sense; whenever we speak of bias w efer to the inEibucnte
secs' s. of factors -irrelevant to tbe purpo f our Ineasur

Lich can change any of the moments of our score, distr utio . The
degree of bias and urity of measure,or validity, are fi vers ly re ated.

Various sugges ns haveleen made for drveloptn
Bind (4) the pio eer in this field, was the first to poin o t tba tests
of intelligence ould be free from fie influences of var i us ktowl-

e gef
and
eful
ent

r of
is
),

ct
n lude

Fogy

eory
:torf,

I 'pr, aches
tha they

per-

a g nera1
n o.ur test
men and

aware that it is possible to snake a case for tests (a) w stifled
in terms of some criterion of expendiency sUch as prediction of sch success, or
(b) wlulh are limited.iri thef applicability to anly a- segment of the population,
such as urban or middle-class groups. One'cortainly can argue for the existence t:
of such tests, but in doing-so I believe that the test constructor and the.test
publisher are obligated 'to. make explicit and -public answers t,e'uc suestiofis_ as
the following: IS this stifficient justification' for the existence_ lof the -intelligence
tesC since previous OAcle average would probably predict future s _honl supcess
as well a.s, or perhaps 13ottef,than, such A test? Are the onsurilers of stich'a test
led to believe -that it is a.gieasure of intellectual . ial or pr blem-sblving; ,
ability, and;se act upon this lief (cf. 35)? Will sue &test be lime ed in its rise ,-'-'

_to the krotips4or which It is appropriate, and ifi.not, will-Vie Misaprilicatiortof kich
a test servik:to porpotiiitto4he earretit,wastagoci large reservoirs of intellectual.
pciten otial in our society?:'

.
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edges, skills, language usages, and other aptitudes which result from
jspecifie training in the home or school. In attempting to develop a
tekwhich was not contaminated by.suCh experiential influences, Binet,

_eaQyAraisAzareer,:attemptedt_:e:limthate_such_ctilturally biase'd_taAs
from'his test battery. . fr q

In this country, Thorndike and others (37); set forth a few prin les
to serve as guideposts:First, they suggested that intellect is the ity
to learn, and that Qur estimates' of it are or should be estimates of
ability to lea/rn. To be able to learn harder things or to be able_to
learn' the same thing more quickly would then be the single basis of
valuation" (p. i7). .In terms of constructing intelligence tests,_they sug-
gested that the wisest procedio'e at pregent is to equalize environ-
mental f9reeg by using a wide variety of data with which all individuals
have hid adequate experience.- (p. 462). Otlik §uglostions included
the use of novertasks-rso that at laakt no persodwillytive been taught

.

to do that particular. task by. efiVironmental forces': gip, 437),_and the
use of "tasks that are so familiar that dverybbdy had somewhat
nearly Adequate 'environmental stimulation to knaste'r them" (p. 439) .

Recently Davis (r.g, 8, 9, I3)i, largely prr.:411e bads of extensive--
researchin this field, has also dealt with this problem at some length,

`and has.reaf rmed and extended the early position of'Binet. Davis (9)
states that:

The crucial problem raised, by the attempt to Qoru pare scientifi-
cally the capacity, of any two individuals to learn is 'that of finding
situations with which the two individuals have hairequal ex-
perience. To state this issue more exactly, two major systems ,of
behavior are invotved in problem-solving..They are (a) the in-

'dividual's genetic equipment for problem solving; and (b) the
individual's particular cultural experience, training, and motiva-
tion, which have developed certain areas of his mental behavior
and certain skills more War-others; In a test of general hereditary
capacity, the second Factor must be equalized for alt those tested'

30I).

It will be noted that Davi§ has repeatedly emphasized that the condi-
.

tion of "equality" must beexPanded to include such considerations as
the manner in which the test is. presented to the child_ his attitude
toward the testi4 situation, and his motivation to -do well on such
testsas well as equality of exgerience in relation to the form and
content of the problems used in the test. In constructing \their Test
'of General Intelligence, Davis and Evils used test pioblems which are
"(1) taken from the major-areas of children's-experience and (2) which
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bt likely tc haie been previouslypulght in home of school" (10).

ow can we approximate the various types of "equality'. necessary

stahlish a minimal, degree of bias in our tests? To answer this ques-
,

ittocouterit to which. we can identify

possible bias variable. Some variables;- such as-whether a persqn is

litale or female, are easy' to identify; others, such as Social class or

etiential backpound, are not so easy to identify...1n the former case,

re t a test wliich is not biased in favor of one sex, our task is

easy. 3 We can, List, retain, only the. items which do not show a sex
kv differenceb statistirtally, or second, we can balance our items, so that

each sex, is favored equally, Ar third, we can measure metal processes

Which are independent of sex differences. Since the first and third

possibilities differ most sharply from a methodological point of vidw,

letj us consider them. In the case of a variable such as sex. these pps-

sibilities ultimately achieve essmi.Ny. the same result. The tese and

all ifsifems show po bias in favor drone sex over the other.

It is irnportanno note, however; that this equivalence of final result

does .not necessarily hold when we are unable to identify the bias

variable. Under such circumstances we cannot say with confidence that

the first met od will give us the same result as the third method. For

example, if
such as so
statistical

variabletest constructor is unaware of the existence of a variable

bless, or has rio way of measuring it, or ignores it, his

dares will provi e no safeguard against its entry as a

source of bias 'in his test. (The same argument would apply to such

poisible-bias variables as ethnic background or rural-urban differences.)

As arnatter of fadt, as I suggested earlier, such bias has been known to

turn up in the guise of "empirical findings."

I shall conclu,de my discussion with a cousicreration of two questions:

First, What do we know about the presence or absencelof bias (or

"RUivalence" as I have used the term) in our present intelligence tests;

and, second, what are same of the considerations that must be taken

ilrta account if we are to minimize bias (or maximize -"equality") in

future tests of mental ability? _____

1.- Sources of bias in present s. s. There has been remarkElliy4ittle

basic research in,this.area, in'
/ite

of a recognition of the importance

of the problem.* On the basis of various stupes (e.g., 13, 17), however,

Terman, for example, _observed that "age d, environment may effect almost

every test to a greater or lesser degree. To determine the exact extent to which

this may be true for eve a single test, would require an extensive investigation

(34, p. 135).
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we are able to say with some confidence that, by and large,
a. aur present standard ;tests of intelligence do not reallyjne0":

-any of the ithove criteria of "equality," but rather they are
highly-suhjeot--to-suclv-oultlirally--deterinined_factors:as_d e
and type of previoils qxperience with the content, 'Ian age
usagee,rntc., of oar present.teits,..as well as the child's
tion to do well on them.

b. A very large proportion of, the item types characteristically
found fin our present intelligbnce tests cannot be made to
demonstrate "equality' by a, verbal face-lifting. The academic
naturb of problems and their content, as *ell as the manner in
which the problems are presented_, are sufficiently artificial to -

preclude their use, in tests which are unbiased for large sub-
groups in our society.

2. some congidqrations for the development of unbiased tests. In
setting out to develop unbiqed tests, we can be certain that, there is
no simple set of "techniques'"or any rule-of-thumb a.ppreach

re
the

problem. Actually, our task_ is complicated by the fact that there are
certain aspects of our problem abotif which we can do nothing, but
which, are potential sources of bias in our tests. These include the
totality of experiential. and cultural heritage which the child brings
to the testing situation, and which may range from possible functional
deficiencies wsUlting from early nutritional deprivations to specific
training on various types of tasks found in our tesis.In pny case, it Is
safe to assume that "differences of early experience can producers'
differences in adule problem-solving 'that further experience does not
erase" (19, p. 299)..

But our task is by no means hopeless, because there ire a'great many
aspects of our problem that we can do som6thing aflout. For all
practical purposes, I believe that good point of departure is to re-
evaluate the follolAng aspects of the testing situation for their possible
contribution ,to bias in tests of mental ability; (a) the construction and
standardization of the test; (b) they nature of the mental processes
measured, and _their relation to effective behavior; (c) the attitudes,
value systenis,. motivations, etc, of the persons taking the test; and
(d) the manner in which the test is .presented. These aspects of the
testing situation cannot, of course, be clearly seplated, but for the
sake of this discussion I shall attempt such attattificial division.

a.. The construction and standardization of thetest. By and large,
we can be certain that the test constructor is a middle-clask

rim
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individual, being a professional =person with college training.
His habits of thought, language usages, etc. reflect his mid
Mass: culture, and when he writes test itoms, they too are, likely,

to reflect this background, The way for "him to avoidfiuory-
tower item writing is to learn, on the basis of-research, as much
as he can about how other sub-cultural, groups In our society
-live, the words they use, their meanings',.et6., and then to write

items which ZolUot favor One 'sub-group more than another.
Earlier in this 'paper, in discussing such topics as validity

and item difficulty, I already considered possible 'sources' of

' bias that might arise in the sta-ndardizafion of intelligence tests.

b. The nature of the _mental processes measured, and their rela-
tfon to effective behavior. It is -snot _always clear _just What
mental processes are -measured by "intelligence tests," 'dor

Whether the same processes are measured for various age levels

(cf. 20).
Some researeh. findings bear on this question.6 one study,

(I), children were -asked to give the reasys for their answers
to intelligence test items, In the ease of one analogy item, 35
of the 60 children tested marked the "correct" response, but
not one of these children gave the "correct" reason for mdrking
it. Thexeasons .-given were on the basis of-rhyming, synonym,
etc., hilt not on the basis of making the analogythe process
which the test construcr assumed was being measured.

In another study (11), the test constructor wrote out the .

mental processes-he thought were being measured by the items

in published test. It was found that for some items over
fifty per cent of the 152 nine- and ten-year old children gave
logically defensible reasons, for marking answers considered
incorrect" by the test constructor. Furthermore, whenever

more than one logically defensible answefr to an item was given, _

the middle-class children tended to give the "correct" answer
(in the opinion of the test constructor), whereas lower-class
children tended to give the "incorrect" answer (in the opinion

of the test constructor).
Perhaps an even more fundamental question has to do with

whether the mental processes purportedly measured in in-
telligence tests bear a close relation to intelligent, effective
behavior in life situations, Boas (5) defined the intelligence of
a people in terms of "their ability to adapt themselves ade-
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quately tai the problems of their life" (p. 11). In a general sense
this appears to be a defensible position. But if test items are

.selected primarily in terms of certain statistical criteria,* it is
alp-

not certain that such tests will predict intelligent behavior in
this more general sense.

With regard to this problem, Davis and Eel ls (10) take the

position that,
In real life, the types of mental problems which the in-

dividual actually meets can seldom be solved by reference
to specifle instructions or memorized formulas in-
dividual has tO learn how to organize his own data to learn
how to define the problem, and to learn how to develo a
rnethod for solving the problems as defined, He is`on his
own'; he has to find a way to solve the problems."

Consequently,
"An intelligence test should approximate these conditions as
nearly as possible, The test should be designed to measure
what an individual can do in solving mental problems similar
to those which arise in his general experience.

c. The attitudes, valu'e systems, motivations, etc. of the persons
taking the test. It is clear that many groups in our society ap-
praise the testing situation differently from middle-Class chil-
dren, and may feel intimidated by, or not motivated to do well'
on, our present intelligeneo tests. It is also clear that such "non-
intellective" factors as rapport, attitude, and motivation subl.

istantially influence performance on intelligence tests (e.g., 4,
8,- 15, 17, 21,"_ 29, 40.) Since the child's prior attitudes and
motivations cannot be changed at the time of testing, then
perhaps the testing. situation can he made minimally threaten-

ing and maximally motivating to all children. This would
necessittate both the construction of tests which are,_ in them-
selves, maximally interesting and motivating to all children,
and the creation of a favorable "atmosphere' in which to give
the tests; To use problems which are meaningful to all the
children being tested would also serve to stimulate them to
use their problem-solving ability to a maximum in the testing.
situation.

Tennan (33) states, that he eliminated certain tests from his battery -which
have been considered excellent," because they "proved to be so little correlated
with intelligence that they had to be discafded" (p. 56). He defined intelligence
here in terms of the score achieved on the total scale.
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d. The manner in whic the test is presented. If we are to de-
velop unbiased tests of intelligence or problem-solying ability,
it seems clear that the tests should be so presented that, all the
children tested have an opportunity to understand equally the
problems-to-be-solved, so that they can utilize their problem-
sorving ability when taking the test.

One aspect of this question has to do with the academic
,vocabulary often used in presenting the test items. Ina study
based on 5-11 cases (32), it was found that when the words used
in standard intelligene% tests were made into vocabulary tests,
from two-thirds to three-fourths of the terms were better known
(P = .05) by middle-class than by lower-class children, Such
a source of bias could easily be removed by presenting the
test problems in terms which, are equal in familiaity and
meaning to all children taking the test.

Another important aspect of test presentation has to do with
the emphasis placed on speed in many of our intelligence tests.
In this connection it has been pointed out that

"Speed is influenced both- by cultural attitudes concerning
the importance or unimportance of speed, and also by per-
sonality and motivational factors, such as competitiveness,
conscientiousness, compulsiveness, exhibitionism, and anx-
iety" (10).

It was found in an experinient reported earlier, (17) that many
more children from both high- and low-status groups passed
the test items than one would have expected from the stand-
ardization norms. The only possible explanation for this finding
seems to be that only forty items were given in the testing
period of fifty minutes. This allowed the children to pass many
items they would not have been able to'. pass under speeded
test conditions. It was also found in this experiment that when
the test items were read orally to lowej7class children while
they followed in their test booklets, they passed appreciably
more of the items (P .97) than matched groups of children
who took the test in the traditional (silent) manner (see Ap-
pendix). Such findings suggest that a wide range of conditions
exist in our present tests and testing procedures which serve to
introduce bias into our present measures of intelligence.

Finally, the emphasis on speed (rather than power) in the
measurement of intelligence actually results in the confound-
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big of such factors as reading speed, previous familiarity with

the content of the test items, and rote or incidental memory

with problem-solving ability. In attempting to develop un-
biased tests, it seems desirable to remove such sources of bias

from intelligence 'test scores, especially since previous ex-
perience with Jest-type materials is enjoyed differentially by
various groups in our society, and the correlation between in-

cidental memory and problem-solving ability is negligible, if
indeed these two variables are not negatively related cf. 31).

SUMMARY

"The -standard -type intelligence tests are inadequate on several
counts. Among other things, (a) they have measured only a very narrow

range of mental abilities, namely 'those related to verbal or academie

success, and have ignored many other abilities and problem- solving
skills, which are perhaps more important for adjustment and success
even in middle-class society; (b) they have failed to provide measures
of the wide variety of qualitative differences in the modes or processes
of solving mental problems; (c) they have ignored the influences of
differences in cultural training and socialization on the repertoire of
experience and the attitude, motivation, and personality patterns of
sub-groups in our society, and the effect of such factors on mental test
performance; and (d) they have considered mental functioning in isola-

tion, thus ignoring the interdependence of the individual's motivational
and personality structure on the characteristics of his mental function-
ing, as seen, for example, in the differences between rote learning and
the ability to use,previous experiences creatively in new contexts.

re-evaluation of the purposes and problems involved in the ap-
praisal and description of mental abilities is necessary before adequate
mental tests can be developed. But before this can be done, i,t will
first be necessary to conduct anthropological, sociological, and psycho-

logical studies to learn how representative children in our society live.
For lower-class and ethnic-children, for example, information is needed

concerning their value, attitude, and motivational systems, the nature
of their daily experiences, and the range of mental behaviors and
modes of thinking used in finding solutions to their life problems, It
will also be necessary to consider the growing body of .evidence that
mental functioning does not exist in a vacuum, but that the individual's
motivational and personality structure, his attitudes, interests, needs,
and goals are intimately related to, and in a large measure determine,

[ 115 ]
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his mental processes" (17).
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APPENDIX
From: SoCIAL-STATUs AND 1.NTELLIDENCD

An Experimental Study of Certain ulturtil Determinants
of-Measuie'd Intel z

JEST rtA©®AIID
0 Psychology Monographs, In Pre

May, 1954

Variables and'ExperitnOtal Oqfriditiona:
Social-Status: On the basis of 1.SCcores,* 871 subjects were selected from

roxirnately the top 14 and bottom -14 per cent of ll eleven-year-old
iitdr hi a Midwestern city of 14.5 000. They are desig ed "high status

and `lour- status" groups..
Practice Fifty minute periods of practice Inr three consecutive days, spent
solving test problems (items) similar to those used in the tial Test and
the Retest elnldren receiving "practice' finished, all ite in the work- .

hooks provided during each of the three practice sessions.
Motivation: Promise of a free theater pass, or its equivalent in ey, if
the child did his best during the Practice or Retest sessions. Alt, bjects

in these groups were given this reward at the end of the Practice nd/or

Retest sessions.
Form of Test Items: There were two parallel forms of '40.ite each; the
-Standard,' taken from published intellig6nce tests; and the 'Revised,-
which were rewritten as, far example:

"Standard" item
Cub is to bear as gosling is to

Revised" item
Puppy goes_ with dog like kitten
goes with

( ) grouse, 3 ( ) goose, 1 ( ) fox, 2 ( ) goose, 3 ( ) cat,

4 rabbit, 5 ( ) duck. 4 ) rabbit, 5 ) duck.

Selection of test Reins: Fourteen moats prior to thet.present experi-
ment, 2,295 nine- and ten=year old children were given a battery of

'three intelligence tests, land 2,510 thirteen- and fourteen-year-old children
were given a battcry oF Tour intelligence tests. The ages of the children
in the present experiment averaged 11 years 237 months and 11 years
2.70 monthsfor the high- and low-status groups respectively.

e

Four criteria determined the selection of the 40 items used in this
experiment, namely thee (a) the content of the items selected was mean-
ingful to the children of both social classes, and (b) that these Rein%
could be revised without changing the basic meaning or the difficulty of
the mental task involved. In addition, (c) items were selected which, on
the basis of;the previous testing, were paised.more often (I e., P < .01)
by the high-status than by the low- status children of the same 'age. In
order to find items of suitable difficulty for the 11-year-olds in this studyy,
items were selected which were (d) failed by most of the younger chil-
dren, and passed by most of the older children in the previous testing.
Approximately two-thirds of the 40 items were taken from tests given to
the older age group in the previous testing.

Presentation of Bonbon the Revised Retest Most of the Rnvised Retests
were taken in the trtatiOnal manner, but two groups had the Revisect Retest
read orally by the teacher while the children followed in their test booklets.

An index giving equal weight to: parental education, parental income, house

type, and dwelling area.

[ Us]
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IL The Experimental Design given low presents the breakdown for one
social- status group. The design is entical for both soci -status groups.

NUMBER IN
DAY 1 DAYS 2-4 DAY-r5 STATUS GROUPS

INITIAL PRACTICE
TEST PERIODS

.I50 min,
per day)

Standard

Practice with
Motivation

Practice with
No MotivaUoy

No Practice

RETEST HIGH LOW

Revised 28. 28

-Retest with Revised 32 28

Motivation (Oral)

Standard 24 21

Retest with
No Motivation

test with
Motivation

Retest with
N? Motivation

Motivation

Retest with

Revisted 21 . 17

Standard 10 20

Revised 24 19

.Standard 15 19

Revised 25 21

No Motivation

Revised Only

Standard' 10 22

Revised 26 26

Standard 23 20

Revised 20 26

andard 25

35
Totals 339

26

Matching of Subjects: Within each social-status group, subjects were matched
on (a) ISC, (b) age to the nearest month, (c) grade in school, and (d) Kuhl-
marmAnderson I.Q. The means for each of the 14 high-status tend 14 lovi-
status sub-groups deviated not more than.one standard error from the mean
of their respective total social-status gr6ups on any one of these four variables.

IV Control Variables.: The following data were collected for each hdd arid
utilized in the gerreral statistical, analysis: the child's (a) ISC (b) age, (c) grade,
(d) I.Q., (e) sex, (f) school, (g) teacher of the practice periods (h) score on the
Initial Test; the presence or absence of (i) Practice, (j) Motivated Practice,
(k) Motivated Retest whether the retest was (1) Standard or Revised form,
and ff Revised, (rn) whether it was administered silently or orally In) the
score on the Retest; and (0) the gain in pbrforrnance as indicated by the
difference between the transformed Initial Test' and the transformed Retest
scores.

V. Scores used in General Statistical -Analysis: The, difference between the
tiansforrned (arc sine) Initial Test andlIctest scores.
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Methods iij Data Ariatysis: For the general sta
NeYman method of testing linearIhypothesies

Lrffeats of variables., or experimental-co s. For
(With, Yates' correction for continuity) Fo
elationsl-dp between variables, the p v ent

ialysis the Jo son-
to test the possible
analyses, Chi square,

appraising the degree of
eortelationivels used.

1

ti
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DfSCIIS'SION 0 PAPERS

:45,1EDITOR'S' NOTE mAs Dr. McNemar h op-;-
poRtilnity t rea Dr. Haggard's speech prior" to the In:'

-, vitational Co ence, the following material was prepared
". after the confel'ence. In addition it, was agreed that Dr.

Haggard would be allowed to prepare a reply to Dr. Mc-
Nemarior inchision in the Proceedings.

PitoFEssoa- Lorum has. successfully antisipated Dr. Haggard's genera/
thesis and provided us with such an excellent critical evaluatibn
thereof that little is left forme to say excepti that I am in full agree-
ment with all the points made,by Urge.

- .,..,
.

Dr. Haggard's rather over-141egthy presentation contains many mat-

. ters of a specifiAattire which1 would like to question brit time permitS
me to consider only a few. points. Indeed, an adequate assessment of
parts of his paper must await the publication c`if a numbenOf researches

which he cites. .

Fit, I Would likrto set the record stWt regarding my supposed
failure to differentiae between the. concepts of reliability and validity.
br. Haggard Aires two quotations, ffom twt of my Publications,

il which seem so inconsistent as to make "it not ,Clear whether a measure
of vale ity, or a measure of reliability, Was used in standardizing" the

1937 Lanford-Binet. Perhaps my supposed inconsistency can be re-
mo'ved by merely pointing out. that the first-quotation happens to be
from an introtetory chapter by Termancertainly Terman did not
need )o agree with something I was to write years later!

_

1 gnd it difficult to'share Haggard's alarm about our psychological
measurement being modeled after classical phYsies. In fipt, I would
be quite happy if our schemes for measuring behavior could reach
the .level of commonplace measurement attained by the classical
physicists.

One may question the clarity of parts of Haggard's discussion. For'
example, what does'it mean to say that item difficulty, reliability, and
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valiai es"have formed, the :essential jusiificaticln for many tests of in-
4elligence?" And where did he get the idea that these three Copce
"tare upposed to be kept separate?' He didn t find th strawmtm in
'the Ot treatise by Gulliksen (2). Nor will our sgeaker find in

n or any other modern source,the notion that tett-retest with
sixteen months is an acceptable way for determining

tt the "concept of validity has sometimes been
`even usually than relAbility," and as a 'first bit of

evidence. e gi es a quotation from-page 7.of Terman ana Merrill (3).
which presomably tells us how items. were selected for the 1937 Stan:'
fgrd-pinet.,Actually, the complete sentence from which the quotation
was lifted speaks of how "types o>± test ittitns- were selectedquite a
different thing. Next he gives further qitot*ions regarding item selec-
tion for the 1937 Stanford-Binet, but never.arliintjhat these quotations
are from a section dealing, with the preliminare selection of items.
Since Terman _readily_ admits that the 1937 scale measures essentially
what was measured by the 1916 scale, Haggard' asks for evidence
regarding the validity of the latterhis own search having conveniently
ignored the literature-between 1917 and 1937.

.As to his discussion of the question of J.Q. constancy, I can only
remark that Haggard attributes a far greater degree of constancy than
test-retest facts warrant. It is of course convenient for his thesis to
have constancy for the I.Q. otherwise he would have to explain how
continuation in the same social status level and continuing in "middle-
class" schools could load to changes in the 1.Q. ,

The discussion of .the reviews of Eells' book I find very amusing,
especially since it purports to shol.v how psychologists are reluctant to
consider approaches which deviate, from the orthodox while soci-
ologists are more willing to accept the new. This deduction is arrived
at by a strange type of logic: )yells' book received more favorable
reviews in the sociological than in the psychological journals, ergo,
Q.E.D. But this absurdity becomes luAicrous when it is notelithat one
of the two cited "sociological" reviews was by a psychologist (S. S.
Sargent)! Further "reluctance" on the part of psychologists to accept

new (and thereby get into "the main stream of scientific thought")
s cited by laggard; an editor of a well-known psychological publica-

tion would not accept a research report from the Chicago group. Now
I don't know the merits of this ease but perhaps the editor was aware
of the Berpardine Schmidt fias

O



TESTING PROBLEMS

After an4-iou (or some 28 typescript pages) our speaker finally came

to the quektion 'posed for discussion by this panel. Nq.doubt some of
you 'listened in vain for the detaild steps by which he°_,proposes to
deVelop unbiased test-S. I .found myself woefully confused at this .

juncture-4arlier in his paP4r he criticised Terman forstaridarcbzh4
the Stanford-Binet on children from schools of average social status
because that:means "middle-class.. .schools, but n9W we learn that our
"test constructor is a middle,.class individual, being a professional per-
son with college tramming." This equating of averip4e social-status wtth
thecollege educited errs as much in the direction 61 imprecision as
the concept of "six clearly marked social classes'. (Eells et al., 1, p. 17)
errs in the direction of p udo precision..

Unfortunately Haggar iscussion does not permit one evaluate

the Chicago methods for eveloping unbiased tests it is to be hoped
that the cited forthcoming publications will provide the necessary
detail for ap appraisal. It will be interesting to learn, file extent to

and how well, these investigators are doing something different:
Some of U5 will wish to know whether any of their methods lead to
the elimination of the porti of the variance in test seores due to
possible hereditary different s.

I have a few remarks to n ake on Dr. Rulon's paperAThis test which
he -has devised is indeed very ingenious. I am sure- that the feeble-
minded youngster' will be glad to be tested by somebody who can,
when giving directions, reach dowp to his level without the use of

even the _simplest words, thereby avoiding completely the vocabulary
worries of our Chicago friends.

Rulon speaks of face validity, and to this I have no particular ob7
jection provided the notion isn't carried to the point where we delude
Ourselves. As I analyze this test, it seems to me that it involves a learn-
ing situation but at a higher conceptual level than the usual substitu-
tion type of stttnt. Since- this test is obviously a learning task, one must
raise the question as to how general is the - learning ability being tapped
the factor analysts may need to sap li witlj an answer to this.

There is still another difficulty which Rulon must face. The learn-
ing theorist can, ask whether performances on this learning task might
be stitjevt to transfer effects which are differential from person to
person. Then the cultural protagonists can say that individuals in
different cultures or in different social status levels will have learned
different things, hence by way of possible transfer the influence of
cultural differences may contribute to score variance.
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Rulon cla that objects, actions, etc., required for th s test are
almost univ sal.. Now I don't know whether the kids on the lower
east side o New York-v:4 are familiar with cows; I rather doubt it.
The hand- ut illuitration did not-include the .cow, but another it
lustration which I saw did. If the cow is used,. I hope there is no
sitting cow tinvolvadl

klihough'Rulon is properly camtious,:he says that be Ihtuks this
test does not involve either visual acuity or perceptual ability. Those .
of us who have examined the illustrative material may think otherwise.
I suspect that differences in perception may enter into performance on
Ibis testas a positive suggestion for further eliminating visual and
per'ceptual factors I suggest that in revisingtthis scale he have the
woman drawn by Peter Arnol
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Techniques for the Development of
Unbiased Tests

kRNEST A. HAGGARD

REPLY To. DR. McNEMAR'S. REMARKS

PREFATORY NgrE: Irwas understood when I accepted the invitation to
appear on this Panel that the discussion was to be on a general
theoretical level. In preparing my paper, I became more interested in
the -problem of bias in measuring intelligence than in confining my
remarks to a time limit. Consequently, at the confeierlce, only part
of the material was presented. Also, since I Was .asked to join- the
Panel relatively late, it was not possible to give Professor MbNemar
a copy- of the paper before the Conference. Thus, it was later agreed
that he be given an opportunity .after, the Conference to criticize my
remarks. Professor MeNemar's criticisms are biased on his study of my
paper over a six-week period. In replying to his criticisms, I will refer
directly to them, paragraph by paragraph. 1

1. Regarding Professor Lorge's paper, I think he and I have ap-
proached the problem of "bias" in somewhat different manners as is
apparent from our papers. But in reacting to his comments, I would
like to point out that a careful reading of Eel's, et al. (2) will show that
it is primarily a report of research investigating some of our present
tests. The development of new intelligence tests is reported elsewhere
(1). Also, in terms of Lorge's closing remarks, the ultimate purpose
of the work by Davis and others at Chicago was to develop tests which
"allow all in our democracy to.have an equal opportunity for maximum
development of their potentialities" because "some kinds of bias" have
been removed from intelligence tests..

2. I had hoped that the time (six weeks) would permit McNemar to
consider also some of the general methodological points I raised, espe-
cially since they are fundamentally More important in dealing with
the problem of bias than the points he chose to discuss.

3. At the end of this paragraph, McNemar is correct in checking
me up on the fact that Terrnan wrote Chapter I of his book (3). But
my point was that this test was "validated" in 'a circular mannerand,
indeed, it was rather a small circleand that.censequently this seems
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to me more like a measure of reliability than of validity. (See paragraph
6 below.)

4. I am not alarmed, but rather believe that in the measurement",
of mental processes, the phenomena to be measured and the available
means of "measuring" them differ from those of classical physics. Along
with McNemar, Itoo "would be quite happy if our sehernefor measur-
ing behavior could reach the level of commonplace measurement at-
tained by the classical phylicists." If however, "intelligence" somehow
could be directly observed, and if we had scales which possess certain
characteristics (e. S., equal units) independent of the phenomena being
measured, we _too could begin to make measurement statements in
the manner of the classical physicist. But this is not the case, nor will
wishing make it so.

5. I was only confessing my inability to see any other scientifically
justifiable raison d'etre (except for, say, prestige or monetary reasons)
for sorpe intellifence tests-..,No, I did not find in CulliksOn the straw-
man-idea that these concepts -are supposed to be kept separate." But
this supposition is fairly common to our thinkingand McNemar's
tooas seen in his desire "to set the record straight, regarding my sup-
posed failure to differentiate between the concepts of reliability and
validity'', (paragraph 3 above). Also, in many texts in this area, one
finds, such Statements as jibe familiar distinction between the 're-,
liability pf a test and its 'validity' (5, 106). But my real point had to
do with the inappropriateness of our conceptualization of our measure-
ment problems, and hence the inappropriateness of various concepts
or techniques that go along with or fit, the conceptual model we nse.
Finally,- 1. imagine ,that the reason test-retest reliabilities, with an in-
terval of 18 months, are not "acceptable' is probably because they are
generallitoo low to be of practicable value.*

8. There are several indications of this. In McNemar s book on the
revision (3), he gives one chapter (VI) to a discussion of reliability, and,
by. his Index, pages 82-3 to validitywhere, by the way? he says es-
sentially what Terman said in Chapter 1 of his book. Furthermore, I
do not believe that the selections 1-cited from.Meaturing Intelligence
(4, 7-10) do violence in describing Terman's probedure. Item types
which are eliminated in the preliminary screening certainly do not

Actually, I se notheoretical reason why such a measure would not be ac-
ceptable, since mental age is _presumed to grow at a rather steady rate, and since
the correlation coefficient does not reUeet differences between distribution means
but only relative position within the two distributions.
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appear in the final test, and from what I can gather, the procedure
quoted from pages 9-10 is the same as the one used in deriving the
final scales ( 4, 21 -23) .*

Incidentally, the 'purpose of the Panel vas not to analyze the Stan-
ford-Binet or review the literature, except as it pertains to the deirelop-
ment of unbiased tests. But I want to take this opportunity to say that
the 1937 Revision, if used wisely and skillfully is, pragmatically speakz-
Mg, a very flexible and useful measuring and diagnostic instrument.
I was certainly not advocating that it be discarded; I was talking about
the relation of standardization procedures to possible sources of bias in
measuring suchphenomena as we call -intelligence."

7. I was quoting the work of Terman and others (cf. 5, 165), and
did not argue for constancy of the I.Q. I did say, however, that more
than social status level influences performance on intelligence" tests.

$..I think /hat the tenor of McNemar's criticisms belies his amuse-.

ment.
9, Now, McNemar knows that 'I confined my presentation to my

allotted time, 30 minutes, and that the purpose of the Panel was .a
theoretical discussion of the problem of bias in tests. And as for my
remark "by and large, we can be xertain that the test constructor is a
middle-class individu41, being a professional person with college train-
ing," I was referring to a report of three studies which found that be-
tween 97.5 and 100 per cent of the public school teachers studied hold
the values of middle-class of, higher social status groups, (6, Ch. VIII).
On the basis of such-finclinis, I did net think that my generalization
was unfair to the test constructors.

1Q. In reviewing McNemar's remarks about my paper,I am dis-
appointed that his criticisms were not on a higher level, and that he
failed to deal with some of the more fundamental issues raised. In
view of the amount of time he had to -work 'over" my paper, I had
hoped he. would do more than concern himself with matters of word-
ing and minor disagreements over incidental details. I trust that when
McNemar "evaluates" and "appraises" forthcoming work in this area,
he will use his abilities for the clarification of basic issues, and will do

so in a manner in keeping with his stature in the field.

* For example, Terman says that "it was then possible to plot for each test the
curve showing per cent of subjects passing in successive ages throughout the
range. . . The carrelatioe of each test with composite total (equivalent to correla-
tion with mental age) was computed separately for each test thus providing a
basis for the elimination of the least valid tests (4, 22).
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DISCUSSION

PARTI.CIPANTS
RIC IARI H. GAYLORD, ERNEST A. HAGGARD, PHILLIP J. RULON,

JOHN W. TUKEY

DR. GAYLORD. It seems to ,me we have two points of view in build-
ing these tests. One is that you sit down and build a test. leis going
to be reasonably homogeneous in content. You then find out all tte
things that that kind of content is related to I think, on the other hand,
we have had the point of view that you take a lot of reference Variables
and find a test that is rela$ed to them in -a predefined fashion. Those
two positions are not compatible, you can't mix the two and come out
with the same thing. I think each has its place.

TION: I should like to hear Dr. Rulon defend himself on the
question of the validity of his test.

Da: RuLorz: I don't remember having claimed any particular validity
for the test.

I described this test to the Department of Psychology at Yale, and
we had time for questions, so much time that I regret we do not have
that situation today. But I thought the best question asked _of _me
was the following: "Doctor, what are you -going to say about 'the
southern colored' boy who doesn't do very well on your tests

I said I would answer the question if the questioner would take my
answer seriously. I didn't want to be accused of joking. The answer is,
I shall say-the child doesn't seem to be very good at this sort of thing.

DR. TuxeY: There are two or three questions I would like to raise.
First, I take it that status and initial score have been confounded in
this experiment, that is the low status group on the whole has a lower
initial score, and thus there is a question as to whether some of these
differences may be due to the initial score position rather than-status.
(Beginning lower, they had a greater opportunity for increase!)

Second, there is a question I would like to ask for information. Es-
sentildly-we-have an analysis-Of variance here Which error term-was
used for the conclusions?
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eern to make statements separately about the low status
and status groups. Isn't the main interest of this operation the
comparison of these groups, the interactions between status and other
iEuikbjes. If you look at the interactions, _do they bear out all the
conclusions that have been set down?

Da. HAGGARD: As I understand confounding; it occurs when the
effects of two or more variables, or treatments, or conditions, are
thrown together, so that there is no means of identifying the source
of variation attributable to each of them separately. This was not the
case in this experiment. As I pointed out in the mimeographed Ap-
pendix, the subjects in both social-status groups were matched on four
variables, and a number of other conditions were used as control
variables. Each of these variables was used in the data analysis to
partial out their separate effects in order to make more precise state-
ments about the variable or condition under consideration. Conse-
quently, even thongh in this experiment the low-status children aver-
aged ten points lower on I.Q. and had an average of six months less
schooling, 'this does not lead to confounding since the effects of each
of the variables was controlled or accounted for.

As for your second question, I do not understand your statement 'that
the error term was used for the conclusions. It is true that our sig-
nificance tests are made up of a ratio, whether it is t, F, or Chi-square,
in which the numerator is knowledge and the denominator is ignorance
(or the error estimate)that is to say, of the total variability among
the data, the numerator is made up of the known or controlled sources
of variation, and thy denominator is the remainder, the unknown or
uncontlied sources of variation. One advantage of the Johnson-
Newman technique is that the effects of such variables as school grade,
I.Q., etc., are not left undetermined. Hence, the removal of the effects
of the various known or controlled sources of variation from the de-
nominator, or error estimate, serves to make the conclusions more

precise.
Now, while I was making notes on your first two questions, you were

asking a third, which I missed. Will you please ask it again?
DR. TU}MY: -Apparently the conclusion is that a difference was

significant by test for the high status children and the implication is
that in the, low status children it wasn't. What I would like to know, is
the difference between high and low status children significant? Be-
cause it is quite possible to have, purely by chance, the difference_ for
one status come out significant and the other not when the true differ-
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ence is constant and the same,
DR. HAGGARD: One point of my summary was that the condition of

practice facilitated the gain in performance of the high:status children
who took the standard form of the retest, and )he gain of the low-
stalls children who too) the revised retest, On 'the standard retest,
practice did help the high-status but not those fiorn the low-status
group.

DR. TIMMY: Did it hay; negative effect, or non-significant effect?
DR. HAGGARD: It was a non-significant effect.
DR. Tna.EY: Have you any idea of the 1,5alue?,
Da. HAGoAan: Not at the moment, except to say that the P-value

fell below the .10 level. The F-value for the high-status group was
19.56 with 1 and 120 degrees of freedom.

Dn. T1=Y: It is perfectly possible to get by reasonable sampling
an F of 19.6 in one case and a npn-signitNuit F in another where the
population values axe just the shine, and so it seems to me the real
.question hasn't been answered in Point 1 at all. Are we sure there is
a difference between the two groups in.this characteristic?

Da. HAGGARD: Although I did not mention the comparison you are
asking for in my summary statement, it is in the monograph in Press
(17). It reads, In fact, the high-status groups profited signifcantly more
from the Practice. Sessions than did the low-stains children (F1,240 7.=--
7.32; P <- .01) when the Standard form o_ f the Retest was given."

1
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